PLENARIES

Wednesday, 21 September 2022 – Aula Magna

18:00 The Opening Ceremony and the Opening Plenary

Presidential Address. Catrien Bijleveld, President of the ESC. Title: 'Victimization in Europe'.

Anabel Cerezo (University of Malaga), Conference Organiser. Title: “Criminology in Spain: new perspectives and challenges”

Caroline Fournet (University of Exeter), title: “Bury the dead, not the truth’ – Identifying the dead and unearthing the truth in contexts of mass violence”

Thursday, 22 September 2022 – Aula Magna

11:30 Plenary 1

Chair: Jose Becerra

Plenary Conference speeches:

Rita Haverkamp (University of Tuebingen): “Challenges and Opportunities in a virtually and physically connected Europe: The Need for Criminology”

Friday, 23 September 2022 – Aula Magna

11:30  Plenary 2

Chair: Elisa García España

ESC European Criminology Award Ceremony
Laudatio: Letizia Paoli
Awardee: Mike Levi

ESC Distinguished Services to the ESC Award
Laudatio: Csaba Győry
Awardee: Michael Tonry

Plenary Conference Speech:

Ellen van Damme (KU Leuven): “Gangs, violence, and climate change in Central America: multicausal push factors for female migration”

16:00  The General Assembly of ESC

Saturday, 24 September 2022 – Aula Magna

12:15  Plenary 3

Chair: Fernando Miro Llinares

Plenary Conference speeches:

Kate Bowers (University College London): “Old problems & new methods: opportunities and obstacles”

Paweł Waszkiewicz (University of Warsaw): “Do criminologists dream of electric sheep? New limitations and limits in criminological research”.

13:45  The Closing Ceremony
THE ESC AWARDS for this year’s Conference:

ESC European Criminology Award
Professor Mike Levi (Cardiff University)

ESC Distinguished Services Award
Professor Michael Tonry (University of Minnesota)

ESC Young Criminologist Award
Philippa Tomczak (University of Nottingham)

ESC Book Award

ESC European Journal of Criminology Best 2021 Article Award
Aleš Završnik (University of Ljubljana) for the article “Algorithmic justice: Algorithms and big data in criminal justice settings”, published in issue 18/5 (pp 623-642) of the European Journal of Criminology (EJC)
Categories / Thematic Areas

These are also links for jumping to the programme of each category

**Part 1/2 (See the other PDF)**

1. Juvenile justice (ESC WG) (TWGJJ)
2. Quantitative Methods in Criminology (ESC WG)
3. University Curriculum (ESC WG)
4. Crime, Science and Politics (ESC WG)
5. Postgraduate and Early Stage Researchers (ESC WG) (EPER)
6. Development and Life-course Criminology (ESC WG) (EDLC)
7. Homicide Research (ESC WG) (EHR)
8. Community Sanctions (ESC WG)
9. Eurogang Network (ESC WG) (ESC WG)
10. Policing (ESC WG)
11. Prisons (ESC WG)
12. Organizational Crime (ESC WG) (EUROC)
13. Sentencing and Penal Decision-Making (ESC WG)
14. Gender, Crime and Justice (ESC WG)
15. Victimology (ESC WG)
16. Atrocity Crimes and Transitional Justice (ESC WG)
17. Criminal Law-Making Policy (ESC WG)
18. Immigration, Crime and Citizenship (ESC WG)
19. European Drug Policies (ESC WG)

**Part 2/2 (This PDF)**

21. Narrative Criminology (ESC WG)
22. Qualitative Research Methodologies and Epistemologies (ESC WG) (WG-QRME)
23. Space, Place and Crime (ESC WG) (WG-PLACE)
24. Cybercrime (ESC WG)
25. European Violence Monitor (ESC WG)
26. Collateral Consequences of Criminal Records (ESC WG)
27. Intergenerational Criminology (ESC WG)
28. Restorative Justice (ESC WG)
29. Historical Criminology (ESC WG) (EHC)
30. Hate Crimes (ESC WG)
31. Balkan Criminology (ESC WG)
32. Rural Criminology (ESC WG) (ERC)
33. International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ESC WG) (ISRD)
34. Radicalization, Extremism, and Terrorism (ESC WG) (WG-EXTREME)
35. Crime, Criminal justice and COVID-19 pandemic (ESC WG)
36. Comparative Criminology
37. Crime Correlates
38. Cultural Criminology
39. Fear of Crime
40. Human Trafficking
41. Methodologies in Criminology
42. Organized Crime
43. Perceptions of Crime and Justice
44. Social Control and Criminal Justice
45. Types of Offending
46. Green Criminology
47. Critical Criminology
48. Theories in Criminology
49. Other Sessions

Note: This year, there were no sessions for the category 11. European Sourcebook (ESC WG).
For Categories 1-20, see the other PDF File

21. Narrative Criminology (ESC WG)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

21NARR1 - Narratives of Desistance, Re-entry and Re-offending

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Classroom / Aulario
Profesor Juan Antonio Ramírez

Session Chair: Jennifer Fleetwood

1. Virtual and physical narratives of relational connection: lessons for successful re-entry into the community after punishment
Julie Parsons, University of Plymouth

2. Redemption narratives, condemnation scripts, and all those desistance stories in between
Emma Villman, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki

3. Crossing Boundaries: negotiating sexual and social norms
Chrissie Rogers, University of Kent

4. The impact of employment upon young offenders' identities
Rebecca Oswald, Northumbria University

21NARR2 - Narratives of resistance and justice-seeking

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Classroom / Aulario
Profesor Juan Antonio Ramírez

Session Chair: Sveinung Sandberg

1. Non Serviam: Narrative dimensions of organized crime resistance and susceptibility
Fabio I. M. Poppi, University of Łódź
2. “Just all she’s been through and where she’s at right now” – A Narrative Exploration of Maternal Figure roles in the Gang Exit Process

Blair Melvin, University of the West of Scotland

3. Universal particular: the meaning of dancefloors and drug-taking in people’s lives

Giulia Zampini, University of Greenwich

**21NARR3 - Narratives of and about offenders and offending**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Classroom / Aulario

Session Chair: Jennifer Fleetwood

1. Life-stories and criminal careers in Latin America

Sveinung Sandberg, Department of Criminology and Sociology of Law

2. Primordial brains and bodies: how neurobiological discourses shape policing experiences

Laura Keesman, University of Amsterdam

3. Gangsta-Rap as Heroic Narrative. How Youths Appropriate and Stage Norm Violations

Bernd Dollinger, University of Siegen

Julia Rieger, University of Siegen

4. Lives on the Edge: a research on desistance from crime from the point of view of psychosocial and narrative criminology

Alfredo Verde, University of Genoa, Italy
22. Qualitative Research Methodologies and Epistemologies (ESC WG) (WG-QRME)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

22QRME0 - PAP1 - (Roundtable) Exploring the Merits of Institutional Research Ethics Procedures for European Criminology: A Debate

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario
Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ruben Timmerman

Discussants:
Ruben Timmerman, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Damian Zaitch, Utrecht University
Rita Faria, University of Porto
Irma Cleven, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Borja Álvarez Martínez, University of Manchester
Amr Marzouk, Erasmus University Rotterdam

22QRME0 - PAP2 - Qualitative research in Criminology: cutting edge methods - Session 1

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario
Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Rita Faria

1. Smart Researching in Criminology: Virtual Ethnography at the Edge

Cosimo Sidoti, Università Cattolica - Transcrime
2. Researching Political Corruption and White-Collar Crime on the Internet

Henry N. Pontell, *University of California, Irvine; John Jay College of Criminal Justice*

Adam K. Ghazi-Tehrani

3. Sensory “Heteroglossia” and Social Control: Sensory Methodology and Method

Kate Herrity, *Kings College, Cambridge University*

Bethany E. Schmidt, *Cambridge University*

Jason Warr, *De Montfort University*

4. Presenting Qualitative Research Data: Publishing the Journal Article

Mary Dodge, *University of Colorado Denver, School of Public Affairs*

Megan J. Parker, *University of Colorado Denver, School of Public Affairs*

**22QRME1 - Theoretical reflections**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Chair: Katharina Lembach

1. Analysing the Discourse on Symbolic Criminal Law with SKAD

Justine Dörtelmann, *Ruhr University Bochum*

2. Governing ‘ordinary’ uncertainty: circulating information and everyday crime and insecurity in Karachi

Sobia Ahmad Kaker, *Department of Sociology, University of Essex*

3. Hate as Ikigai? Fun of Deviance and It’s Role in a Life of a Far-Right Activist

Yutaka Yoshida, *Cardiff University*

**22QRME2 - Techniques and experiences**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez
Session Chair: Jan Christoffer Andersen

1. Stroking reflexivity into practice: The pros and cons of resorting to gatekeepers to conduct qualitative research

Gabriela Borges, University of Minho

Ana Guerreiro, University of Maia and School of Criminology of Faculty of Law of University of Porto

2. Interacting with online deviant subcultures: experiences of interviewing incels

Jan Christoffer Andersen, University of Oslo

Lisa Sugiura, University of Portsmouth

3. Interviewing through an interpreter: cross-cultural encounters and multiple mediations

Anastasia Chalkia, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens

Joanna Tsiganou, National Centre for Social Research

Martha Lempesi, Center for the Study of Crime

4. Audio research methods: Using audio vignettes to stimulate discussions about sex work

Sarah Kingston, The University of Central Lancashire

5. Decolonization and an Ethics of Empathy in Transnational Criminology: A Case Study of the Illicit Trade in Cultural and Natural Resources

Emiline Smith, University of Glasgow

**22QRME3 - Techniques and experiences 2**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario

Session Chair: Luca Giommoni

1. The “dark figure’ of video interviewing

Joanna Tsiganou, The National Centre for Social Research

2. What are clients of sex workers looking for? A text mining approach to clients’ online reviews
Luca Giommoni, Cardiff University, School of Social Sciences

Giulia Berlusconi, University of Surrey

3. Life histories in Criminology: views from Spain

Ignacio González-Sánchez, Universitat de Girona

Friday, 23 September 2022

22QRME0 - PAP3 - Qualitative research in Criminology: cutting edge methods - Session 2

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario

Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Rita Faria

1. How to Deal with “Doing Social Inequality” by “Doing Criminological (Qualitative) Research”

Katharina Leimbach, University of Tübingen; University of Cologne

Nicole Bögelein, University of Tübingen; University of Cologne

2. Language matters: Doing systematic (critical) discourse analysis in Criminology

Olga Petintseva, Ghent University; Vrije Universiteit Brussel

3. Ethical Issues in cutting edge qualitative methods

Rita Faria, School of Criminology - University of Porto; CJS - Interdisciplinary Research Center on Crime, Justice and Security
22QRME0 - PAP4 - Transitional Justice, State Crime and Qualitative Methods II

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Classroom / Aulario
Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Valeria Vegh Weis & Stephan Parmentier

1. Measuring impact: What does Transitional Justice achieve?
   Susanne Karstedt, Griffith University, Australia

2. “What you asked me, nobody had asked me before”: The epistemological, ethical and methodological relevance of first-hand qualitative research with convicted perpetrators of international crimes
   Vojta Filip, Institute for Penal Law and Criminology, University of Bern

3. Using Qualitative Comparative Analysis (QCA) to study the implementation of symbolic reparations in Colombia
   Tatiana Fernández-Mayo, University of New South Wales, Australia
23. Space, Place and Crime (ESC WG) (WG-PLACE)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

23SPACE0 - PAP1 - Bystander intervention

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Camilla Bank Friis

1. Bystanders in the bus: Rates and types of intervention in everyday low-danger conflicts

Camilla Bank Friis, University of Copenhagen

Lasse Suonperä Liebst, University of Copenhagen

Marie Rosenkrantz Lindegaard, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

2. Do Bystanders Help to Stop the Violence in Armed Shop Robberies? CCTV Footage Shows that Nonintervention is the Norm

Peter Ejbye-Ernst, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Marie Rosenkrantz Lindegaard, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Lasse Suonperä Liebst, University of Copenhagen
23SPACEo - PAP2 - Mobility, space and victimisation in the metropolitan city

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Juanjo Medina

1. Do Tourists Report Crime to the Police? An Exploratory Analysis in Barcelona

David Buil Gil, University of Manchester
Rob Mawby, Harper Adams University

2. Mobility, Nonstationary Density, and Robbery Distribution in Barcelona

Riccardo Valente, Universitat Rovira i Virgili
Juanjo Medina, University of Seville

3. Going on Vacation (at the Police Station): Thefts and Robberies Against Urban Tourists

Nerea Marteache, California State University San Bernardino
Alex Trinidad, University of Cologne

4. Metropolitan Journey to Victimization and Prevention and Safety Policies

Cristina Sobrino, IERMB
Marta Murria, IERMB

23SPACEo - PAP3 - Urban geography of crime and victims

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Torbjorn Skardhamar

1. The spatio-temporal clustering of crime in Oslo, Norway
Annica Allvin, The Norwegian Police University College

Michael Frith, University of Oslo, Department of sociology and human geography

2. Crime on street segments: A latent class trajectory analysis
Michael Frith, University of Oslo, Department of sociology and human geography

Synøve Andersen, University of Oslo, Department of sociology and human geography

Annica Allvin, The Norwegian Police University College

4. Neighbourhood risk factors of victimization
Torbjørn Skardhamar, University of Oslo, Department of sociology and human geography

23SPACE3 - Localized spatial scales: examining crime at the micro-level

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Kai Seidensticker

1. Observations on observations: Advancing the measurement of the physical environment in criminological research
Thom Snaphaan, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University
Lieven Pauwels, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University
Wim Hardyns, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University

2. Public toilets, nuisances, and the contested aspect of public spaces
Lucas Melgaço, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Lien Maes, Actiris

3. Do visible burglar alarms reduce victimisation risk? An evaluation of the role of security, property and street characteristics in shaping the spatial distribution of residential burglaries
James Hunter, Nottingham Trent University
Andromachi Tseloni, Nottingham Trent University
Rachel Armitage, University of Huddersfield
Ken Pease, UCL


Isabel Krause, Criminological Research Department of the State Office of Criminal Investigation North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany
Kai Seidensticker, Criminological Research Department of the State Office of Criminal Investigation North Rhine-Westphalia, Germany

23SPACE4 - Explaining the spatial and temporal patterning of crime

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Dietrich Oberwittler

1. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic upon inequalities in the exposure to crime at the neighbourhood level: A case study of Greater Manchester

Mark Ellison, Manchester Metropolitan University
Jon Bannister, Manchester Metropolitan University
Monsuru Adepeju, Manchester Metropolitan University

2. The When, Where and Who of Unstructured Socialising: Associations to Crime Propensity, Collective Efficacy and Delinquency

Alberto Chrysoulakis, Department of Criminology / Malmö University
Anna-Karin Ivert, Department of Criminology / Malmö University
Marie Torstensson Levander, Department of Criminology / Malmö University

3. FACETS: Towards a Framework for Analysing Crime Events in Time and Space

Andy Newton, Nottingham Trent University

4. Mapping the relationship between elements of urban form and density of crime occurrences
Fabio Salvador Aparecido Santos, University College London

Spencer Chainey, University College London

Richard Wortley, University College London

5. Crime during the Pandemic: Have the lockdowns changed regional crime patterns? An analysis of South-West Germany

Dietrich Oberwittler, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law
Carina Hasitzka, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

Friday, 23 September 2022

23SPACE5 - Safer cities and everyday security

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Iris Steenhout

1. Playing the Prevention Game: An Investigation of the role of sport in tackling London’s knife crime epidemic

Jack Pippard, Loughborough University London

Holly Collison-Randall, Loughborough University London

2. From participation to actual co-creation of safer cities: using needs-targeted dashboards to bridge the gap between citizens and public servants

Iris Steenhout, Vrije Universiteit Brussels, Department of Criminology

3. Crime within a bandwidth: Testing the law of crime concentration at places in Brussels, Belgium

Thom Snaphaan, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University
Robin Khalfa, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University
Lieven Pauwels, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University
Wim Hardyns, Institute of International Research on Criminal Policy, Ghent University

4. Inescapable objects?: Everyday security in a car-centric town
Ian Loader, Centre for Criminology, University of Oxford
Ben Bradford, University College London
Ryan Casey, University of Oxford
Evi Girling, Keele University
Gosia Polanska, Keele University
Richard Sparks, University of Edinburgh

**23SPACE6 - Target location choice and the journey to crime**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Christophe Vandeviver

1. Spatial Scale in Research on Crime Location Choice: A Multi-Scale Analysis of Snatching Offences in Chennai City

Kumar Kuralarasan, Post-Doctoral Fellow in Quantitative Criminology, Faculty of Law and Criminology, University of Ghent

Wim Bernasco, Senior Researcher, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement

2. How to characterize near-repeat phenomena

Henk Elffers, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement NSCR

Wouter Steenbeek, NSCR

3. Individual and neighborhood factors predicting journey-to-crime differences between Black and White drug suspects

Lyndsay Boggess, University of South Florida

Alyssa Chamberlain, Arizona State University

Tony Grubesic, University of Texas at Austin

4. Individual Variation in Inner-City Graffiti Writers’ Target Choices and Specialization

Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University

Elias Neirynck, Universiteit Gent
23SPACE7 - Violence: interventions and place-based explanations

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Miriam Marco

1. Is the Policing Prioritisation of and Response to Crime Equitable? An examination of frontline policing deployment to incidents of violence-against-the-person

Monsuru Adepeju, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester M15 6BH, UK
Jon Bannister, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester M15 6BH, UK
Mark Ellison, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester M15 6BH, UK
Karolina Krzemieniewska-Nandwani, Manchester Metropolitan University, Manchester M15 6BH, UK

2. Data-Informed Community Engagement: The Newark Public Safety Collaborative

Alejandro Gimenez Santana, Rutgers University
Joel Caplan, Rutgers University
Leslie Kennedy, Rutgers University

3. The spatial interaction of violence and alcohol outlets in Scotland

Ana Morales, University of Edinburgh
Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh
Frank Popham

4. Intimate partner violence in the neighborhood: The influence of attitudes on the spatial risk of protection orders

Miriam Marco, University of Valencia
Enrique Gracia, University of Valencia
Antonio López-Quílez, University of Valencia
Marisol Lila, University of Valencia
Saturday, 24 September 2022

23SPACE1 - Citizen safety & fear of crime

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Bo Tackenberg

1. Mapping crime and insecurity in the city of Athens during the economic crisis and beyond

Christina Zarafonitou, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Head of the Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

Angelos Mimis, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

Dimitrios Kalamaras, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

Charalampos Karagiannidis, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

Eleni Kontopoulou, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

Thanos Synolakis, Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Laboratory of Urban Criminology of Panteion University (EASTE), Athens-Greece

2. Fear of the Dark? A Systematic Comparison of Written Vignettes and Photo Vignettes in a Factorial Survey Experiment on Fear of Crime

Stefanie Eifler, Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt, Chair for Sociology and Empirical Social Research

Knut Petzold, University of Applied Sciences Görlitz-Zittau

3. The power of cocreation: Improving feelings of safety through targeted technological interventions in the neighbourhood

Lien Dorme, UGent

Marlies Sas, UGent

Lieven Pauwels, UGent

Wim Hardyns, UGent
4. “Seeing Disorder” – Eye-Tracking the Emergence of Fear of Crime in Public Space

Tackenberg Bo, University of Wuppertal

Tim Lukas, University of Wuppertal

Stefanie Eifler, Catholic University of Eichstätt-Ingolstadt, Chair for Sociology and Empirical Social Research

23SPACE2 - Crime prevention: design and displacement

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Sarah Bosman

1. Physical space characteristics and official statistics of crime – Comparative analysis in Historic Centre of Porto

Daniela Paulo, University Fernando Pessoa

Ana Sani, Observatory Permanent Violence and Crime (OPVC), University Fernando Pessoa; Centro de Investigação em Estudos da Criança (CIEC), University of Minho

Laura M. Nunes, Observatory Permanent Violence and Crime (OPVC), University Fernando Pessoa; Research Centre for Justice and Governance (JusGov), University of Minho

2. Looking at crime – communities and physical spaces: A curated dataset

Laura M. Nunes, Observatory Permanent Violence and Crime (OPVC)-University Fernando Pessoa|Research Centre for Justice and Governance (JusGov)-University of Minho

Ana Sani, Observatory Permanent Violence and Crime (OPVC)-University Fernando Pessoa | Centro de Investigação em Estudos da Criança (CIEC)-University of Minho

Daniela Paulo, Observatory Permanent Violence and Crime (OPVC)-University Fernando Pessoa

3. Mythbuster: Crime prevented means crime displaced?

Sarah Bosman, European Crime Prevention Network (EUCPN)

4. What determines crime - prosperity or poverty?

Natalia Sypion-Dutkowska, University of Szczecin, Pawel Terefenko, University of Szczecin
24CYBER0 - PAP1 - meets critics: Measuring cybercrime in Europe

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

Discussants:

Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne
Lorena Molnar, University of Lausanne
Andri Ahven, Ministry of Justice, Criminal Policy Department, Estonia
Matti Näsi, University of Helsinki
Michael Levi, University of Cardiff
Fernando Miró-Llinares, Miguel Hernández University of Elche
Stefan Harrendorf, University of Greifswald

24CYBER0 - PAP2 - Coping with online sexual image-based abuse: strategies of victims and bystanders

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Catherine Van de Heyning

1. Non-consensual dissemination of sexual images: the victim-offender overlap

Silke Van den Eynde, Leuven Institute of Criminology, KU Leuven
Stefaan Pleysier, Faculty of Law and Criminology at KU Leuven
2. Coping with victimization of nonconsensual dissemination of sexual images: victims’ responses and support needs

Aurélie Gilen, University of Antwerp, Department of Communication Studies

Catherine Van de Heyning, University of Antwerp

Océane Gangi, University of Liège, Department of criminology

Cécile Mathys, University of Liège, Department of Criminology

3. #oversharing. Bystander interventions in digital sexual abuse

Sidsel Harder, Department of Sociology, University of Copenhagen and Department of Law, Ghent University

4. Image-based sexual abuse among early adolescents. Can parental involvement mitigate the negative effects of sexting?

Joris Van Ouytsel, Hugh Downs School of Human Communication, Arizona State University

Michel Walrave, University of Antwerp, Department of Communication Studies

Koen Ponnet, Department of Communication Sciences, imec-mict, Ghent University

24CYBER0 - PAP3 - Cyber offending: crime scripts

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Asier Moneva

1. A crime script analysis of sextortion against minors

Roberta O'Malley, Department of Criminology, University of South Florida Sarasota-Manatee

Karen M. Holt, School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University

Thomas J. Holt, School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University

J. Rodriguez, Department of Criminology, University of South Florida Sarasota-Manatee

2. Telegram stolen data markets: crime script and interventions

Taisiia Garkava, Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
3. Unraveling the crime scripts of phishing networks: an analysis of 45 court cases in the Netherlands

Joeri Loggen, Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

E. Rutger Leukfeldt, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

4. Assessing the practices of online counterfeit currency vendors

Thomas J. Holt, School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University

Jin R. Lee, Department of Criminology, Law, and Society, George Mason University

Elizabeth O'Dell, School of Criminal Justice, Michigan State University

**24CYBERo - PAP4 - Cyber offending: pathways into cybercrime**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Asier Moneva

1. Origins and growth of hacktivists groups and the importance of hacking

Marco Romagna, Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

E. Rutger Leukfeldt, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

2. Pathways into cybercrime: gaming, Google and YouTube

E. Rutger Leukfeldt, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Jim Schiks, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

3. Recruiting money mules on Instagram: a qualitative examination of the online involvement mechanisms of cybercrime
Luuk Bekkers, Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

E. Rutger Leukfeldt, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

4. Does one ad a day keep cybercrime at bay?

Asier Moneva, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

E. Rutger Leukfeldt, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Wouter Klijnsoon, Team High Tech Crime, Dutch National Police

24CYBERo - PAP9 - International collaboration in cybercrime and cybersecurity research

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Katalin Parti

1. International and domestic collaborative efforts in cybersecurity and cybercrime research

David A. Makin, Washington State University

2. Trust factors in drug purchase on darknet markets: A survey study among university students in Hungary

Tibor Kiss, National University of Public Service

Akos Szigeti, National University of Public Service

3. Cryptrust: The role of trust between buyer and vendor on dark web firearms and drug markets in Canada

Richard Frank, Simon Frazer University

Noelle Warkentin, Simon Frazer University

Yuxuan (Cicilia) Zhang, Simon Frazer University

Shu Qi Liu, Simon Frazer University

4. Cross-country comparison of cyber victimization and offending in three cultures
Katalin Parti, Virginia Tech
Thomas Dearden, Virginia Tech
James Hawdon, Virginia Tech
Tibor Kiss, National University of Public Service
Akos Szigeti, National University of Public Service
Andrea Tunde Barabas, National University of Public Service

24CYBER0 - PAP10 - Remote risks’? The scope of online harms and abuse in a digital age

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Paul Bleakley

1. A step forward? Children’s exposure to online pornography and its impact on them

Elena Martellozzo, Middlesex University
Julia Davidson, University of East London

2. In the camera’s crosshairs: risk, sexual exploration and exploitation in Cyberworld

Paula Bradbury, Middlesex University
Paul Bleakley, University of New Haven

3. The impact of cyberstalking, the extent of impact, and the experience of victims through the criminal justice journey

Emma Short, De Montfort University
Stewart Frost, Middlesex University
24CYBER4 - Cybercrime: theories, conceptualizations and more - session I

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: David Wall

1. Enter the Captaverse: Re-Examining the Harm and Abuse of Data Collection

**Janos Mark Szakolczai**, University of Glasgow

2. Moving AFK: Exploring the applicability of contemporary desistance theorising for cyber-dependent offending

**Sarah Anderson**, Edinburgh Napier University
**Ben Collier**, University of Edinburgh
**Shane Horgan**, Edinburgh Napier University

3. Cybercrime as warfare

**Andrew Goldsmith**, Flinders University

4. Ransomware goes to war: the perfect storm of cybercrime, politics, extortion, theft and disruption.

**David Wall**, Centre for Criminal Justice, School of Law, University of Leeds

24CYBER5 - Tackling cybercrime - session I

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Russell Brewer

1. Modern cybersecurity threats - criminological and forensic aspects

**Denis Solodov**, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

2. Developing automated methods to investigate child sexual abuse using face and voice biometrics

**Russell Brewer**, University of Adelaide
**Bryce Westlake**, San Jose State University
3. Cybercrimes: the role of international collaboration on police interventions

Marie-Pier Villeneuve-Dubuc, Université de Montréal
Benoît Dupont, Université de Montréal
David Décary-Hétu, Université de Montréal

24CYBER7 - Cybercrime: sexual abuse

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Stefano Caneppele

1. Understanding the offline criminal behavior of individuals that live stream child sexual abuse

Timothy Cubitt, Australian Institute of Criminology

2. Cybercatch me if you can: Exploring online sex offenders’ strategies to avoid detection

Sarah Paquette, Université Laval
Francis Fortin, Université de Montréal
Julien Chopin, Université de Montréal

3. What about the prevention of cyber sexual crime against minors? Findings from a Swiss study

Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne
Christine Burkhardt, University of Lausanne
Amandine Da Silva, University of Lausanne
Lachlan Jaccoud, University of Lausanne
Fabian Muhly, University of Lausanne
Sandra Ribeiro, University of Lausanne

4. Analyzing Criminological Differences and Online Grooming Strategies of Child Sex Offenders in Spain
Virginia Soldino, Universitat de València
Kathryn Seigfried-Spellar, Purdue University

**24CYBER8 - Cybercrime victimization II**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Amandine Da Silva

1. Cybercrime victimization in Germany: psychological consequences and reactions
Philipp Müller, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony (KFN), Germany
Anna Isenhardt, University of Bern, Switzerland

2. Which Factors Predict Susceptibility to Phishing? An Empirical Study
Liliana Ribeiro, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto
Inês Guedes, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto
Carla Cardoso, Faculdade de Direito da Universidade do Porto

3. How cybercrime relates to other crimes in The Netherlands
Rianne Kloosterman, Statistics Netherlands
Elke Moons, Statistics Netherlands

4. Awareness of phishing attacks in an academic environment. Experimental study at the University of Lausanne.
Amandine Da Silva, University of Lausanne
Friday, 23 September 2022

24CYBER0 - PAP5 - Cybercrime, cybersecurity, and media: look who's talking now.

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Lena Connolly

1. Media framing of cybercrime: improving victims’ reporting rates
   Lena Connolly, Zayed University

2. Who wore it better? Public perceptions of the security and cybersecurity industry
   Yanna Papadodimitraki, University of Cambridge

3. A tale of media reports, courts records and the hacked off cybercrime researcher
   Maria Grazia Porcedda, Trinity College Dublin

24CYBER0 - PAP7 - Exploring Youth Pathways into Cybercrime and Victimisation

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Julia Davidson

1. Identifying Adolescent Pathways into Cybercrime: Results from an Australian Longitudinal Study
   Katie Logos, University of Adelaide
   Russell Brewer, University of Adelaide
   Tyson Whitten, University of Adelaide
   Jesse Cale, Griffith University
Tom Holt, *Michigan State University*

Andrew Goldsmith, *Flinders University*

2. Exploring Youth Pathways into Cybercrime – Results from a European Study

Julia Davidson, *University of East London*

Kirsty Phillips, *University of East London*

Ruby Farr, *University of East London*

3. Exploring the Wide-Spread Manifestation and Impacts of Online Misogyny

Kirsty Phillips, *University of East London*

Julia Davidson, *University of East London*

Ruby Farr, *University of East London*

4. Interventions and Prevention of Youth Cybercrime

Ruby Farr, *University of East London*

Julia Davidson, *University of East London*

Kirsty Phillips, *University of East London*

---

**24CYBER0 - PAP8 - Individual and corporate victim and offender characteristics in cybercrime**

*Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30*, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Katalin Parti**


Jay Albanese, *Virginia Commonwealth University*

Thomas Dearden, *Virginia Tech*

Randy Gainey, *Old Dominion University*

James Hawdon, *Virginia Tech*
Katalin Parti, Virginia Tech

Tancy Vandecar-Burdin, Old Dominion University

2. Hackers in Hungary: Preliminary results and pitfalls of a cybercrime research

Arpad Varga, Eotvos Lorand University

3. Older victim characteristics of online and telephone scams. Reasons for underreporting and revictimization prevention.

Katalin Parti, Virginia Tech

24CYBER3 - Cybercrime: image based sexual abuse

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Asher Flynn

1. Deepfakes, AI and Digitally Altered Image-Based Sexual Abuse

Asher Flynn, Monash University

Anastasia Powell, RMIT University

Adrian Scott, Goldsmiths, University of London

2. Technology facilitated sexual violence

Kalliopi Ioannou, Managing Director of Cyber Security International Institute (CSI Institute) / Clinical Criminologist

3. Cyber Sextortion: the female offender and the Sexual Double Standard

Edel Margherita Beckman, PermessoNegato APS

4. Image-Based Sexual Abuse: The nature of online platforms and communities

Antoinette Huber, Liverpool Hope University
**24CYBER6 - Tackling cybercrime - session II**

**Scheduled:** Sep 23, 2022, **14:00-15:15**, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

**Session Chair:** Steven Kemp

1. **Building a Responsive Cybersecurity Workforce: Devising and Implementing an Asset-Based Approach to Tackle Cyber-Crimes**

   **Jeffrey Sun**, University of Louisville

   **Michael Losavio**, University of Louisville

   **Sharon Kerrick**, University of Louisville

   **Adel Elmaghraby**, University of Louisville

2. **Exploring public cybercrime prevention campaigns and victimisation of businesses: A Bayesian model averaging approach**

   **Steven Kemp**, Pompeu Fabra University

3. **Designing out cybercrime: An interdisciplinary systematic review and conceptual framework on Security by Design**

   **Cristina Del-Real**, Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University

   **Els De Busser**, Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University

   **Bibi van den Berg**, Institute of Security and Global Affairs, Leiden University

4. **Meet like with like. Creating AI to detect AI-based image and video manipulation/deepfakes.**

   **Anna Louban**, Berlin School of Economics and Law

---

**24CYBER11 - Cybercrime: theories, conceptualizations and more - session II**

**Scheduled:** Sep 23, 2022, **09:45-11:00**, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

**Session Chair:** Anita Lavorgna

1. **Technical and virtual child pornography: Is there empirical evidence supporting their criminalization?**

   **Virginia Soldino**, Universitat de València
2. How do Civil Society Organisations perceive cybercrime? Findings from H2020 CC-Driver project

Christine Burkhardt, University of Lausanne
Amandine Da Silva, University of Lausanne
Stefano Caneppele, University of Lausanne

3. Hacker mobility in cyberspace and the least effort principle

Asier Moneva, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences
Stijn Ruiter, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Department of Sociology, Utrecht University
Daniël Meinsma, Center of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

4. Harmful sharenting and its ecosystem: identifying existing vulnerabilities and criminogenic features of social media platforms

Anita Lavorgna, University of Bologna
Pamela Ugwudike, The University of Southampton
Morena Tartari, The University of Southampton

Saturday, 24 September 2022

24CYBER0 - PAP6 - Cybercrime: victimization and resilience

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Susanne van 't Hoff-de Goede

1. 'I am just weird, I am stupid and naïve, I am a pervert, I know I am'; Exploring the narrative impact of financial sextortion victimisation on adult males.

Raoul Notté, THUAS / Tilburg University
A. Pemberton, NSCR / KU Leuven
E.R. Leukfeldt, NSCR / THUAS

2. Your files have been encrypted: a crime script analysis of ransomware attacks

Sifra Matthijsse, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Rutger Leukfeldt, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences/NSCR

3. Exploring Human and Environmental Factors That Make Organisations Resilient to Social Engineering Attacks

Michelle Ancher, The Hague University of Applied Sciences (THUAS)

Erbilcan Aslan, The Hague University of Applied Sciences (THUAS)

Rick van der Kleij, The Hague University of Applied Sciences (THUAS)/TNO

4. Examining risk profiles for cybercrime victimization

Susanne van ’t Hoff-de Goede, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences

Asier Moneva, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences/NSCR

Rutger Leukfeldt, Centre of Expertise Cyber Security, The Hague University of Applied Sciences/NSCR

24CYBER2 - Cybercrime & cryptocurrencies

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Aline Renda

1. Caritas vs OneCoin: Lessons from history about scams of the future

Jack Cunliffe, University of Kent

James Martin, Deakin University

2. Cryptocurrencies and Global Governance: the Evolving International Regulatory System
John Collins, *The Global Initiative against Transnational Organized Crime*

3. What do you think about cryptocurrencies? Analysis of Bitcoin discussion forums on the Darknet

Patricia Saldaña Taboada, *University of Granada*

4. How the Swiss financial service industry is finding solutions to comply with current Anti-Money Laundering regulations with focus on crypto assets

Aline Renda, *University of Lausanne*

---

**24CYBER9 - Cybercrime: criminal markets and forums**

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 6 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Maryja Šupa

1. Hacks, leaks, markets, pirates, gamers, loungers: a structural analysis of online hacking forums

Maryja Šupa, *Vilnius University*

Vytautas Kaktinas, *Vilnius University*

Justina Mandravickaitė, *Vilnius University*

2. The influence of the egocentric network on the choice of conflict management method on a hacking forum

Melina Girard, *University of Montreal*

Marie-Pier Villeneuve Dubuc, *University of Montreal*

David Décary Hétu, *University of Montreal*

3. Crime Script Analysis of Drug Importation Facilitated by the Dark Net

Elena Morgenthaler, *Griffith University*

Benoît Leclerc, *Griffith University*
24CYBER10 - Cybercrime victimization III

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Lisa Sugiura

1. A meta-analysis of Cyberstalking and Cyberbullying victimization in Higher Education
   Anna Bussu, Edge Hill University
   Nicholas Longpré, Edge Hill University

2. Online Fraud Victims: impacts and challenges of reporting to financial institutions and local police services
   Fyscillia Ream, University of Montreal
   Morgane Coat, University of Montreal
   Benoît Dupont, University of Montreal

3. Online hate and harassment among Finnish journalists: reactions to own and others’ victimization
   Magdalena Celuch, Tampere University
   Rita Latikka, Tampere University
   Reetta Oksa, Tampere University
   Atte Oksanen, Tampere University

4. Young people, self-harm and risk online: an integrated analysis of two criminological studies on social networking platforms.
   Jorge Ramiro Pérez Suárez, Universidad Europea de Madrid
   Raquel Rebeca Cordero Verdugo, Universidad Europea de Madrid
   Antonio Silva Esquinas, Universidad Europea de Madrid/Universidad Nacional de Educación a Distancia
   Julio Díaz Galán, Universidad Europea de Madrid
   Stefánia Donnet Hermida, Universidad Europea de Madrid
   Carmen Sanz García, Universidad Europea de Madrid
   Mario Muñoz Anguita, Universidad Europea de Madrid
Friday, 23 September 2022

25EVIM0 - PAP1 - Violence Research Lab 1

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Seminary (Seminario) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Reana Bezić

1. Fine as a sanction in domestic violence - who do we punish?

Reana Bezić, University in Zagreb, Faculty of Law

2. Spousal immunity in cases of domestic violence – criminal law perspective

Petra Šprem, University in Zagreb, Faculty of Law

3. Criminal liability For domestic violence– matter of bad luck or?

Lucija Sokanović, University of Split, Faculty of Law

4. The role of media in the development of physically aggressive behaviour among children

Karlo Bojčić, University of J. J. Strossmayer in Osijek, Faculty of humanities and social sciences

25EVIM0 – PAP2 - Violence Research Lab 2

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Seminary (Seminario) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Marija Baković

1. Establishing 'psychical trauma' (stress death) as the unnatural/violent cause of death
2. Motor vehicle as a tool of physical assault

Davor Mayer, Institute of Forensic Medicine and Criminalistics School of Medicine, University of Zagreb

Marija Baković, Institute of Forensic Medicine and Criminalistics School of Medicine, University of Zagreb

3. First findings from the Balkan Homicide Study

Anna-Maria Getoš Kalac, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Law

Petra Šprem, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Law

4. The insight into the dark figure of physical violence through interviews with representatives of relevant professions

Ruža Karlović, Police College in Zagreb, Police Academy of the Ministry of the Interior
26. **Collateral Consequences of Criminal Records (ESC WG)**

**Thursday, 22 September 2022**

**26COLLA0 - PAP1 - At the boundaries of punishment: Criminal justice involvement and its consequences, between inclusion and exclusion**

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00**, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Alessandro Corda**

1. No country for 'bad' men: Volatile citizenship and the emerging architecture of global penology  
   **Milena Tripkovic, University of Edinburgh, UK**

2. Reshaping goals and values in times of penal transition: The case of collateral consequences reforms in the United States  
   **Alessandro Corda, Queen’s University Belfast, UK**

3. Criminal records, penal power, and the regulation of life chances  
   **Andrew Henley, University of Nottingham, UK**

4. The net-widening of (criminal) background checks through the reporting of regulatory sanctions: An examination of its desirability and feasibility from within the Dutch screening landscape  
   **Elina van 't Zand-Kurtovic, Leiden University, the Netherlands**
26COLLAl0 - PAP2 - Collateral consequences of criminal records: Lessons and emerging trends from a comparative perspective

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Elina van 't Zand-Kurtovic

1. Criminal records, risk and desistance: Balancing risk and protective factors and evidence of rehabilitation in criminal background check cases

Chantal van den Berg, VU Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Elina van't Zand-Kurtovic, Leiden University, the Netherlands

2. The criminal histories of those who abuse: A normative analysis of criminal record disclosure in the field of domestic abuse

Katerina Hadjimatheou, University of Essex, UK

3. Collateral consequences of criminal convictions from the other side of the pond: How exceptional is American penal exceptionalism?

Alessandro Corda, Queen's University Belfast, UK

Marti Rovira, University of Oxford, UK

Andrew Henley, University of Nottingham, UK

26COLLAl0 - PAP3 - European ‘barriers to reentry’? Casting light on the exclusion of people with criminal records from the labor market in the European context

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Marti Rovira

1. Why are most formerly incarcerated individuals jobless? A sequence analysis of labour market paths in the four years after imprisonment

Anke Ramakers, Leiden University, the Netherlands

Mikko Aaltonen, University of Eastern Finland, Finland
Paul Nieuwebeerta, Leiden University, the Netherlands

Anja Dirkzwager, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement, the Netherlands

2. Citizenship on probation: Understanding the labour market exclusion of criminalised people in Scotland

Beth Weaver, University of Strathclyde, UK

Cara Jardine, University of Strathclyde, UK

3. Invisible stripes? A field experiment on the mark of a criminal record in the British labour market

Marti Rovira, University of Oxford, UK

4. Why employers should consider recruiting people with lived experience of the criminal justice system

Justin Williams, University of Brighton, UK

Angie Hart, University of Brighton, UK

Francisca Farache Aureliano da Silva, University of Brighton, UK

26COLLA0 - PAP4 - The pains of criminal record disclosure

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Alessandro Corda

1. The utility of narrative for traversing disclosure landscapes: Reflections from narrative PhD research

Nicola Collett, DeMontfort University, UK

2. Hidden Punishments for the Essential Criminal: Incidental Harms in the Criminal Justice System

Melissa de Vel-Palumbo, Flinders University, Australia

Colleen M. Berryessa, Rutgers University, USA

Anna Barron, Flinders University, Australia
3. Guarding the gates to higher education: Using an email correspondence method to investigate university admissions practices for people with a criminal record in the United Kingdom

Charlotte Brooks, University of Nottingham, UK

4. Constructed suitability: The ‘good egg’ test as it applies to decision-making in public sector professional higher education course, with social work as case study

Caroline Bald, University of Essex, UK

26COLLA1 - Collateral consequences of criminal records

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: John Chamberlain

1. Criminal Records and Elite Occupations: A Case Study

Marty Chamberlain, Teesside University

2. The Influence of Criminal History on Attitudes Toward Dating

Popy Begum, Rutgers University-Newark

Douglas Evans, Fairleigh Dickinson University

3. Dating prospects of self-identified lesbian women who disclose a parole status, across race and dating application

Kwan-Lamar Blount-Hill, Arizona State University

Douglas Evans, Fairleigh Dickinson University


Alejandro Rubio Arnal, Universitat Pompeu Fabra

Fergus McNeill, University of Glasgow

5. Measuring the deprivation of political, civil and social rights as collateral sanctions in six western countries with the RIMES instrument.

María Contreras Román, University of Málaga
Friday, 23 September 2022

27INTER1 - Intergenerational Criminology Panel 1

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 15 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Veroni Eichelsheim

1. Problematic behaviour among toddlers in Tirana: Links to maternal childhood adversity, maternal aggression, and punitive parenting

Klea Ramaj, University of Cambridge

2. A case study of violence against parents by adult children in Slovenia

Monika Klun, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of Maribor
Aleš Bučar Ručman, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of Maribor
Danijela Frangež, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, University of Maribor

3. Adverse childhood experiences and perpetration of intimate partner violence: The mediating role of psychopathic traits

Olga Cunha, Lusófona University
Andreia Castro Rodrigues, ISPA - Instituto Universitário
Ana Rita Cruz, Lusófona University

27INTER2 - Intergenerational Criminology Panel 2

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 15 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Monika Klun

1. Institutional care placement in Sweden and its association with crime and victimization

Amber Beckley, Stockholm University Department of Criminology
2. Consequences of victimization in the Dutch childcare benefits scandal

Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Steve van de Weijer, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Sjoukje van Deuren, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)/ VU Faculty of Law and Criminology

3. Turning points in criminal careers or spurious associations? A discordant twin study on life events and criminal behavior

Steve van de Weijer, NSCR

4. The intergenerational transmission of violence: Introduction of a combined prospective criminological and neurobiological study

Christina Beckord, Bielefeld University/ Faculty of Sociology
28. Restorative Justice (ESC WG)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

28RESTO2 - RJ and Gatekeeping

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Brian Payne

1. Mitigation and risk in restorative justice

Joanna Shapland, University of Sheffield, UK

Jamie Buchan, Edinburgh Napier University

Steve Kirkwood, University of Edinburgh

Estelle Zinsstag, Edinburgh Napier University

2. When the police and prosecutors consider victim-offender mediation – A qualitative study from Finland

Aino Jauhiainen, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy

3. The offer of judicial training on Restorative Justice in the EU and in Brazil: A comparative exercise

Cristina Rego de Oliveira, University of São Paulo

Ana Pereira, Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), KU Leuven

Fernanda Fonseca Rosenblatt, International Institute for Restorative Practices (USA) and the Catholic University of Pernambuco (Brazil)

Raffaella Pallamolla, La Salle University

Daniel Achutti, Pontifical Catholic University of Rio Grande do Sul
**28RESTO3 - Implementing RJ**

*Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan*

**Session Chair: Jonathan Hobson**

1. The invitation to restorative justice processes: the importance of replication in the construction of predictive models  
   **Ana Catarina Pereira**, *Leuven Institute of Criminology*

2. Designing Restorative Justice for policing: lessons from professionals 
   **Jonathan Hobson**, *University of Gloucestershire*
   **Anamika Twyman-Ghoshal**, *University of Gloucestershire*
   **Daniel Ash**, *University of Gloucestershire*
   **Rebecca Banwell-Moore**, *University of Nottingham*

3. Expanding the use of Restorative Practices in Schools in Northern Ireland: Lessons from the Integrated Education Sector  
   **Brian Payne**, *Ulster University*
   **Paula Surgenor**, *Ulster University*

---

**Saturday, 24 September 2022**

**28RESTO1 - Experiences of RJ**

*Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan*

**Session Chair: Pablo Romero-Seseña**

   **Alexandre Béland Ouellette**, *Université Laval*

2. Applicability and uses of ICTs in restorative practices: e-mediation experiences in Spain  
   **Pablo Romero-Seseña**, *Universitat Oberta de Catalunya (UOC)*
29. Historical Criminology (ESC WG) (EHC)

Friday, 23 September 2022

29HIST0 - PAP1 - Historical criminology: data, methodologies, and theory testing

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Catrien Bijleveld

1. Criminal Court decisions in Leiden, the Netherlands; 1533-1838

Paul Smit, independent

2. Using criminological classifications to understand historical filicides

Clare Wilkinson, Leiden University

3. The economy of makeshift: Women and State Labour Institutions 1886-1934

Marian Weevers, Leiden University

4. Setting an agenda for the development of historical approaches to criminology: A review of recent theoretical-methodological work on doing historical criminology

Margo De Koster, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

29HIST0 - PAP2 - Recovering marginalised voices: historical criminology in imperial contexts

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Katherine Roscoe

1. Convicted Labour’s Role in Global Supply Chains
Katherine Roscoe, University of Liverpool

2. Agents of Colonial Rule: Western Australian colonial policing and its contemporary legacies

Eleanor Bland, Oxford Brookes University

3. Pauper-Emancipists in Van Diemen’s Land: A Life-Course Approach

Emma Watkins, University of Birmingham

29HIST1 - Historical Criminology

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Jayne Mooney

1. The Private Matter: Domestic Violence Against Women in Interwar Lithuania (1918–1940)

Sigita Cerneviciute, Criminological Research Department, The Law Institute of the Lithuanian Centre for Social Sciences

2. Adventures in Criminology. Discourse About Causes, Correction, and Prevention of Crime and Deviant Behaviour in Interwar Poland

Szymon Buczyński, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn, Poland

3. Social Change and Transgressive Studies: The Role of Carceral History

Jayne Mooney, City University of New York

4. United States History Viewed the Lens of High-Profile Assassinations and Crimes

Mark Jones, East Carolina University
30. Hate Crimes (ESC WG)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

30HATE0 - PAP1 - Hate crimes in the Basque Country: an empirical approach and pending challenges

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Enara Garro Carrera

1. Reporting hate incidents in the Basque Country: conceptual and methodological challenges
   Enara Garro Carrera, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

2. The map of hate in the Basque Country (2020-2021)
   Uxue Martín Silva, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

3. Tracing hate crimes through the judicial system: an overview of the current issues
   Mikel Anderez Belategi, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

4. The English experience on hate crimes as a blueprint for other national efforts
   Iñigo Gordon Benito, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

30HATE0 - PAP2 - Misogyny as Hate Crime

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Jo Smith

1. Misogyny: a new hate crime in England and Wales?
Jo Smith, University of Brighton

Irene Zempi, Nottingham Trent University

2. Stirring Up Hatred: Myth, Identity and Order in the Regulation of Hate Speech

Jen Neller, Manchester Metropolitan University

3. A Feminist Theoretical Exploration of Misogyny and Hate Crime

Hannah Mason-Bish, University of Sussex

Marian Duggan, University of Kent

4. Extending the concept, or extending the characteristics? Misogyny or gender?

Kim McGuire, University of Central Lancashire

30HATE0 - PAP3 - Studies of the Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes: Analysing criminal data to guide country policies

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: María del Pilar Amado Hernández

1. Hate crimes in Spain report 2021

Alberto Matilla, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Carlos J. Máñez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Mª Yamir San Abelardo, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Rosario Prieto, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Jesús Gómez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)
2. Why are hate crime underreporting rates so high? An analysis of the Spanish victimization survey and the criminal database

Jesus Gómez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Carlos J. Máñez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Mª Yamir San Abelardo, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Gema Méndez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Alberto Matilla, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Mª del Pilar Amado, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

3. Approach to the sociodemographic profile of victims of hate crimes in Spain

Mª del Pilar Amado, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Tomás Fernández, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Rosario Prieto, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Jesús Gómez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Gema Méndez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Javier López, Area of the statistical system and attention to victims, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

4. Sex-gender differences in the results of a victimization survey carried out by the Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes.

Daniel Suárez-Alonso, University of Cadiz
Jesús Gómez, Spanish National Office Against Hate Crimes, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

Lara Quijano-Sánchez, Escuela Politécnica Superior, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Spain

Rosa M. Trenado, Basic Psychology, University of Valencia

María José Rodríguez-Mesa, Department of International Public, Criminal and Procedural Law, University of Cádiz

Javier López, Area of the statistical system and attention to victims, General Directorate for Coordination and Studies, State Secretariat for Security (Ministry of the Interior, Spain)

30HATE1 - Hate crime in the digital space

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Daniel Church

1. The Conjuncture of the Narrative, the Emotional and the Digital in Contemporary Forms of Hate Crime and Ideologically Motivated Violence

Bastien Dratwa, Hamburg Institute for Social Research

2. Consensus on social networks community standards: An experimental study on the perceived seriousness of violent and hateful communication on the Internet.

Jesús Aguerri, Crímína Research Center / UMH

Fernando Miró-Llinares, Crímína Research Center / UMH

Ana Belén Gómez Belví, Crímína Research Center / UMH

3. (Cyber)Bullying as a Phenomenon in the Criminology

Jovita Zekaite, Vilnius university

4. How and why does social media increase hate in people? A review of research on hate crimes on social media.

Krzysztof Worek, University of Warsaw
**Friday, 23 September 2022**

**30HATE2 - Regulating and policing hate crime**

**Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho**

**Session Chair: Petra Bard**

1. Potentials of and the road to an EU-wide hate crime law

**Petra Bard, ELTE Faculty of Law**

2. Operationalizing race and ethnicity in hate crime legislation: A case for identity politics and penal populism

**András Pap, Eötvös Loránd Research Network Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Legal Studies**

3. Hate Crimes And Gender Violence: Reflections On Their Intersectionality From The Analysis Of Police Data And Supreme Court Key Considerations

**Lore Mendizabal Zubiaurre, Universidad del País Vasco, Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea**

**30HATE3 - Variations of hate crime: types of hate crimes, offenders, victims**

**Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho**

**Session Chair: Juliana Witkowska**

1. Violent hate crimes in the 2010s in Germany: Type of offences, offenders, victims and bystanders

**Cornelia Weins, Ruhr-University Bochum**

**Sebastian Gerhartz, Ruhr-University Bochum**

**Juliana Witkowska, Ruhr-University Bochum**

2. Hate Town. Spotlights on Discriminatory Victimization Experiences and their Consequences in Urban Spaces

**Eva Gross, Hochschule in der Akademie der Polizei Hamburg**
Joachim Häfele, Akademie der Polizei Niedersachsen


Daniel Church, Federal Criminal Police Office
31. Balkan Criminology (ESC WG)

Friday, 23 September 2022

31BALK0 - PAP - Perceptions of (In)Justice due to Sentencing and Pardoning Practices in the Balkans

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Seminary (Seminario) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Anna-Maria Getoš Kalac

1. (Perceptions of) Justice in Light of Sentencing and Pardoning

Hans-Jörg Albrecht, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime

2. Imprisonment on corruption cases, society v. judges. Measuring efficiency through perception?

Lavinia Valeria Lefterache, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

Dorel Herinean, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

George-Alexandru Lazăr, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

3. Presidential Pardons in Croatia - Criminological, Victimological and Human Rights Perspectives

Anna-Maria Getoš Kalac, University of Zagreb, Faculty of Law, Balkan Criminology Croatia

4. Amnesty and Presidential Pardoning in Romania - Criminological and Criminal Law Perspective

Andra-Roxana Trandafir, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest

Dorel Herinean, Faculty of Law, University of Bucharest
32. Rural Criminology (ESC WG) (ERC)

Friday, 23 September 2022

32RUR1 - Rural Criminals and Rural Victims

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Kreseda Smith

1. Criminological Theory and Farm Victimisation

Joseph Donnermeyer, The Ohio State University

2. A State-of-the-Art Review on Deliberate Firesetting: Taxonomy, Rural and Urban Context, and Intervention Programs

Rita Ribeiro, CINEICC – Center for Research in Neuropsychology and Cognitive Behavioral Intervention, the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences at the University of Coimbra

Cristina Soeiro, Multidisciplinary Research Center, Egas Moniz (CiiEM) – Egas Moniz Psychology Lab (LabPSI)

Daniel Rijo, CINEICC – Center for Research in Neuropsychology and Cognitive Behavioral Intervention, the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences at the University of Coimbra

3. Rural Farm Victimisation Surveys in Slovenia

Katja Eman, University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice

Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice

32RUR2 - Crime and Security in the Countryside

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Matt Bowden


Artur Pytlarz, TU Dublin
2. Farm Crime in Germany – surveying farmers about victimization

Kirstin Drenkhahn, Freie Universitaet Berlin

3. Plant and Agricultural Machinery Theft: The limits of Corporate Social Responsibility in addressing the crime-industrial complex

Kate Tudor, Northumbria University

4. Connected Society, Disconnected Rural: The Impact of Cybercrime on Rural Communities in the UK

Kreseda Smith, Harper Adams University

32RUR3 - Rural policing

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Artur Pytlarz

1. Police Relationships With Rural Citizens

Christian Mouhanna, CNRS CESDIP-Université Paris Saclay

Karen Bullock, Department of Sociology University of Surrey

Alistair Harkness, School of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences University of New England-Australia

Kyle Mulroney, School of Humanities, Arts, Social Sciences and Education University of New England-Australia

2. Self-Legitimacy of Police Officers in Urban and Rural Environments

Rok Hacin, University of Maribor

Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor

3. Community Policing in Rural Parts of Slovenia in the time of COVID-19

Katja Eman, University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice
32RUR4 - Rural gendered criminology

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Kreseda Smith

1. Rural Women Returning Home From Prisons and Jails
   
   Dawn Beichner, Illinois State University

2. Ghost marriage and crime in rural China
   
   Wing Lo, City University of Hong Kong

3. Characterization and Development of a Preliminary Typology for Female Arsonists in the Rural Context
   
   Cristina Soeiro, Multidisciplinary Research Center, Egas Moniz (CiiEM) – Egas Moniz Psychology Lab (LabPSI). Institute of Judicial Police and Criminal Sciences

   Tânia Querido, Multidisciplinary Research Center, Egas Moniz (CiiEM) – Egas Moniz Psychology Lab (LabPSI)

   Rita Ribeiro, Multidisciplinary Research Center, Egas Moniz (CiiEM) – Egas Moniz Psychology Lab (LabPSI) Center for Research in Neuropsychology and Cognitive Behavioral Intervention, the Faculty of Psychology and Education Sciences at the University of Coimbra

   Duarte Teles, Instituto Superior Técnico

4. Researching gender-based violence within rural/remote areas in Scotland
   
   Ulku Baturoglu Balci, University of Glasgow
Thursday, 22 September 2022

33ISRD0 - PAP1 - ISRD Panel 1: International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ISRD4): Update and Reflections

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ineke Marshall

1. ISRD Panel 1: International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ISRD4): Update and Reflections (1)

Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University

Christopher Birkbeck, University of Salford

2. ISRD Panel 1: International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ISRD4): Update and Reflections (2)

Dirk Enzmann, University of Hamburg, Germany

Janne Kivivuori, University of Helsinki, Finland

3. ISRD Panel 1: International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ISRD4): Update and Reflections (3)

Anna Markina, University of Tartu, Estonia

Majone Steketee, Verwey-Jonker Institute and Rotterdam University
**33ISRD0 - PAP2 - ISRD Panel 2: Testing Predictors of Youth Offending and Victimization with ISRD's Multinational Data**

**Scheduled:** Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair:** Anna Markina

1. Gender Differences in Youth Delinquency: A Test of the Emancipation Theory using International Data
   
   **Zuzana Podana,** Charles University  
   **Ineke Haen Marshall,** Northeastern University

2. Happiness, Victimization, and Delinquency in Cross-National Perspective: An Analysis of Youth Using the ISRD3 Survey Data
   
   **Ineke Haen Marshall,** Northeastern University  
   **Karen Heimer,** University of Iowa  
   **Kelly Guin,** ICF International

3. External Visibility of Religion and Risk of Victimization: Preliminary results from ISRD4
   
   **Sophie Litvak,** Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki  
   **Janne Kivivuori,** Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki  
   **Markus Kaakinen,** University of Helsinki  
   **Kim Moeller**  
   **Margrét Valdimarsdóttir**

4. Street Gang Involvement Among Nordic Youth: A Comparative Study Based on the Nordic ISRD4 Eurogang Module
   
   **Markus Kaakinen,** University of Helsinki  
   **Kim Moeller**  
   **Margrét Valdimarsdóttir**  
   **Heidi Lomell**
33ISRD0 - PAP3 - ISRD Panel 3: Challenges in Conducting International Collaborative Research: Experiences with the ISRD Project

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Neal Hazel

1. The International Self Report Delinquency Study 4 in Latin America
   Rafaelle Costa, Universidade de São Paulo
   Karin Arbach, Universidad Nacional de Córdoba
   Paula Alarcón, Universidad de la Frontera
   Áurea Grijalva, Universidad de Guadalajara
   Juan Rodríguez, Universidad de Los Andes

2. ISRD4 in Brazil: Specificities and Issues
   Rafaelle Costa, Universidade de São Paulo
   Marina Rezende, Universidade de São Paulo
   André Vilela, Universidade de São Paulo

3. Conducting Criminological Research in Turkey
   Ayhan Erbay, İstanbul Kültür University

33ISRD0 - PAP4 - ISRD Panel 4: New Avenues for Projects on Youth Offending and Victimization: Experiences from ISRD

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Janne Kivivuori

1. Findings of a German Pilot Study of the ISRD4 Internet Sample Survey
   Dirk Enzmann, University of Hamburg
   Larissa Hallstein, University of Hamburg, MA in International Criminology
Julia Muehler, University of Hamburg, MA in International Criminology

Zeineb Sassi, University of Hamburg, MA in International Criminology

Maria Seeligmüller, University of Hamburg, MA in International Criminology

Emily Stangl, University of Hamburg, MA in International Criminology

2. Reflections on the ISRD4 internet survey in the United States

Mikaela Nielsen, Criminology, Law and Society, University of California, Irvine

Michael Gottfredson, Criminology, Law and Society, University of California, Irvine

3. Experiences with Crime as Determinants of the Moral Stance Towards It: Findings from a Multinational Sample of Young People

Christopher Birkbeck, University of Salford

Anna Markina, University of Tartu

Majone Steketee, Verwey-Jonker Institute and Rotterdam University

ISRD Research Network

4. Criminological Research and Policy: Challenges in Communicating Research Findings to Practitioners

Ilka Kammigan, Helmut Schmidt University Hamburg, Germany

Dirk Enzmann, University of Hamburg

---

**33ISRD0 - PAP5 - ISRD Panel 5: Results of the ISRD4 in Switzerland**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Patrik Manzoni

1. Cyber aggression in context – Results of the ISRD4 Survey in Switzerland

Patrik Manzoni, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW, Switzerland

Maria Kamenowski, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW, Switzerland

2. Gang members in Switzerland - Results from the fourth wave of the International Self-Report Delinquency Study (ISRD) in Switzerland
Sandrine Haymoz, University of Applied Sciences Fribourg, Switzerland

Riccardo Milani, University of Applied Sciences Fribourg, Switzerland

3. Screening at-risk youth. An assessment of repeat offenders in Switzerland

Riccardo Milani, University of Applied Sciences Fribourg, Switzerland

Sandrine Haymoz, University of Applied Sciences Fribourg, Switzerland

4. Experiences of discrimination, victimisation, and delinquency of juveniles in Switzerland

Maria Kamenowski, Zurich University of Applied Sciences ZHAW, Switzerland

Friday, 23 September 2022

33ISRD1 - ISRD Panel 6: Methodological and Theoretical Developments in Delinquency Research

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Ineke Haen Marshall

1. Delinquency and Cultural Consensus: Cross-Cultural Examinations of Delinquency Measurement and Theoretical Implications

Nadine Connell, Griffith University

Jon Maskaly, University of North Dakota

2. The Overlap Between Offending and Victimisation Among Children: A Rapid Evidence Assessment

Christopher Birkbeck, University of Salford

Neal Hazel, University of Salford

Louis Bailey, University of Salford


Mehmet Day, Erasmus University Rotterdam
Majone Steketee, Erasmus University Rotterdam

Roos Prinsen, Verwey-Jonker Institute

4. Rural and Urban Juvenile Delinquency: Why is it important to study both?

Iza Kokoravec, University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, Slovenia

Gorazd Meško, University of Maribor, Faculty of Criminal Justice and Security, Slovenia

Ineke Haen Marshall, Northeastern University

**33ISRD2 - ISRD Panel 7: Substance Use, Trauma and Online Risk Behavior: Insights from ISRD**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Barbara Gualco

1. Traumatic intrafamily experiences and Cyberbullying victimization in adolescence in Europe: the results of the International Self-report Delinquency Study 3 (ISRD3)

Regina Rensi, Department of Health Sciences, University of Florence (Italy)

Barbara Gualco, Department of Health Sciences, University of Florence (Italy)


Uberto Gatti, University of Genoa (Italy)

Gabriele Rocca, University of Genoa (Italy)

Alfredo Verde, University of Genoa (Italy)

3. Predictors of juvenile online risk behaviors in ISRD3

Marta Dąbrowska, University of Bialystok

Ewa Guzik-Makaruk, University of Bialystok

4. Parenting Styles and Substance Use among Adolescents and Young Adults in Ten Countries of Southeastern Europe

Rudi Klanjšek, University of Maribor
Alexander T. Vazsonyi, University of Kentucky

5. An exploratory study of the relationship between socioeconomic status and adolescents’ substance uses in Toronto

Ping Lam Ip, University of Alberta
34. Radicalization, Extremism, and Terrorism (ESC WG) (WG-EXTREME)

Thursday, 22 September 2022

34EXTR0 - PAP1 - Anti-Government Extremism

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Tore Bjørgo

1. Assessing the QAnon threat: Does language use among extremists predict violent behaviour?

Julia Ebner, Oxford University

Harvey Whitehouse, Oxford University

Christopher Kavanagh, Oxford University

2. Patterns and Consequences of Threats towards Politicians

Tore Bjørgo, Center for Research on Extremism (C-REX), University of Oslo

Gunnar Thomassen, Norwegian Police University College

Jon Strype, Oslo New University College

Anders Ravik Jupskås, Center for Research on Extremism (C-REX), University of Oslo

3. Anti-Measures, Anti-Vaxx, Anti State? - The (possible) Rise of Anti-State Extremism in German Speaking Europe (Germany, Austria, Switzerland)

Florian Hartleb, Catholic University Eichstätt

Paul Schliefeister, Austrian Center for Intelligence, Propaganda and Security Studies (ACIPSS)

4. Driven by Conspiracies. The justification of violence among “Reichsbürger” and other conspiracy ideological sovereignists in Germany

Jan Rathje, Center for Monitoring, Analysis, and Strategy (CeMAS)
34EXTRA - PAP2 - Local multi-agency working in the field of preventing and countering violent extremism

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Wim Hardyns

1. The evaluation of multi-agency working to prevent and counter violent extremism (P/CVE)

Wim Hardyns, Ghent University

2. Transferring research evidence into societal value for stakeholders: EMMASCAN

Noel Klima, Ghent University

3. Reflecting on the relevance of a self-evaluation tool such as EMMASCAN in the US context of P/CVE

Hedi Nasheri, Kent State University

34EXTRA - PAP3 - Perspectives of radicalisation: one problem – different approaches

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Axel Dessecker

1. Motivations for terrorist offences

Axel Dessecker, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ) | University of Göttingen

Lena Fecher, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)

Maria-Anna Hoffmann, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)

Jonas Knäble, Centre for Criminology (KrimZ)

2. Dynamics of exclusion: on the interplay of biographical experiences in a decision to join the "Islamic State" (Daesh)

Michaela Glaser, Berghof Foundation
3. Study on hate and violence towards local politicians in Germany

Kirsten Eberspach, Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA)
Sarah Bitschnau, Federal Criminal Police Office (BKA)

4. Effects of collective marginalisation experiences on right-wing political extremist attitudes: on the important role of negative emotions

Peter Wetzels, University of Hamburg
Katrin Brettfeld, University of Hamburg
Jannik Fischer, University of Hamburg
Rebecca Endtricht, University of Hamburg
Diego Farren, University of Hamburg

34EXTRo - PAP5 - Working the disengagement and reintegration of terrorist and extremist offenders

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ioan Durnescu

1. Terrorism and extremist recidivism in Europe: an evidence-based appraisal

Daniela Pisoiu, OIIP
Erik Hacker, SCENOR

2. The challenge of reintegration of terrorist and extremist offenders

Ivo Lisitzki, Ministry of Justice Bremen
Eduard Matt, Ministry of Justice Bremen

3. VETOS’ rehabilitation efforts in the EU prison and probation settings: Type of participation, use of risk assessment, evaluation procedures, and other dilemmas

Pedro Liberado, IPS
Sara Afonso, IPS
4. Community-identified approaches towards reintegration of violent extremist offenders

Romario Shehu, IDM

34EXTR2 - Islam, Terrorism, and Extremism in Context

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Fernando Reinares

1. Influence of Religiousness and Discrimination on Islamist Attitudes

Laura-Romina Goede, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony

Diego Farren, University of Hamburg

2. Antisemitism among university students in Germany

Carl Philipp Schröder, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony


Fernando Reinares, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos

Friday, 23 September 2022

34EXTR0 - PAP4 - Tuning into Bordering Geographies: Reviewing Approaches to Radicalisation and Violent Extremism (VE) in the EU, Western Balkans and The Mena Region

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Aula de Grados Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Lurdes Vidal Bertran

1. Institutional perceptions and communities in Bulgaria: Are there risks of Islamist and far-right radicalisation?
Stefan Ralchev, Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)

2. Contextualisation of institutional and community-level drivers of radicalisation in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the Balkans

Damir Kapidžić, University of Sarajevo

Muamer Hirkić, University of Sarajevo

3. Beyond religion: towards a new approach to radicalisation and CVE strategies in Jordan

Jadranka Stikovac Clark, Generations for Peace

Barik Mhadeen, Generations for Peace

4. Pan-European Dynamics of the Far Right in Southeastern Europe

Florian Bieber, University of Graz

34EXTR3 - Law, Politics, and Terrorism

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Kerstin Carlson

1. A Comparison of Project Servator and Routine Stop and Search Outcomes in the City of London

Zoe Marchment, University College London

Paul Gill, University College London

2. Asset freezing as an administrative measure: a stumbling block to the reintegration of people convicted of terrorist offences

Coline Remacle, NICC (National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology)

3. The complex adaptive system of violent armed groups in Colombia: understanding post-Havana Agreement crime and terror

Oscar Palma, Universidad del Rosario


Kerstin Carlson, Roskilde University
34EXTR4 - Radicalization Panel 1

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Freidrich Lösel

1. Law enforcement and correctional staff perspectives on countering radicalisation: A quick overview the needs and challenges within the Portuguese context

Sara Afonso, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

Vânia Sampaio, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

Pedro Liberado, IPS_Innovative Prison Systems

2. Exploring UK early intervention counter-terrorism programmes. A focus on the differences between the pre-offending population and the offending one within terror and terror-related offences.

Elisa Orofino, Anglia Ruskin University

3. Which contextual effects influence the societal justifiability of extreme political behavior? Applying a factorial survey design for assessing shifts in social attitudes.

Armin Küchler, Universität Bielefeld/ FH Münster

4. Prevention of extremism and violent radicalisation: An international survey and meta-analysis

Friedrich Lösel, Institute of Criminology, Cambridge University (UK) & Institute of Psychology, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg (GER)

Irina Jugl, Institute of Psychology, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Sonja King, Institute of Psychology, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

Doris Bender, Institute of Psychology, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg

34EXTR5 - Terrorism, Extremism, and Radicalization Online

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Kevin McDonald
1. Conspiracy beliefs and intentions to engage in anti-government violence

Bettina Rottweiler, *UCL*

Milan Obaidi, *University of Oslo*

Caitlin Clemmow, *UCL*

Paul Gill, *UCL*

2. Violent Extremism, Terrorism and "Informational Radicalization". The threat of socio-cognitive weaponization of people through the (cyber-)social ecosystem

Arije Antinori, *Sapienza University of Rome*

3. From Blackout Precautions to Right-Wing Extremist Plans for Overthrow: Investigating Prepping-Related Groups and Channels on Telegram

Stefan Harrendorf, *University of Greifswald*

Pia Müller, *University of Greifswald*

4. The Gamification of Extremism: digital culture, conspiracies and world building

Kevin McDonald, *Middlesex University London*

**34EXTR6 - Understanding Incel Extremism**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Gavin Hart

1. Taking Stock: A Systematic Review of the Current Directions in Incel-Focused Research

Allysa Czerwinsky, *University of Manchester*

2. An unhealthy alliance? Exploring the relationship between misogyny and racism in Incel ideology

Gavin Hart, *Liverpool Hope University*

3. Understanding incels: challenging the weirdo vs extremists dichotomy

Lisa Sugiura, *University of Portsmouth*
34EXTR7 - Researching Contemporary Extremism

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Mark Littler

1. Researching Extremism: Six proposals for improving practice
Mark Littler, Liverpool Hope University

2. Automated content moderation on the Regulation on addressing the dissemination of terrorist content.
Mario Santisteban Galarza, University of the Basque country

3. Understanding emerging terrorist financing threats and schemes for the development of innovative investigative tools
Maria Jofre, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Crime&tech
Alberto Aziani, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Crime&tech
Edoardo Villa, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Crime&tech

4. Discourse analysis of the scientific publications on radicalization in the social sciences from 2000 to 201
Gilbert McLaughlin, Hope University

34EXTR8 - Radicalization Panel 2

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Katherine Kondor

1. Predisposing Life Experiences as Precursors to (Violent) Extremism: a Life-history Approach
Lana De Pelecijn, PhD Researcher Ghent University, Research Foundation Flanders
Wim Hardyns, Ghent University
Stef Decoene

2. Recruitment and enrolment to far-right organisations during the COVID-19 pandemic
Katherine Kondor, University of Oslo

3. Towards a Locally-inspired Reconciliation Mechanism to Reintegrate IDPs with Perceived Affiliation to IS in Iraq

Mohammad Hossein Mojtahedi, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Joris van Wijk, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Maarten Bolhuis, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

4. European Cubs of the Caliphate in Syrian IDP camps

Inma Yuste Martinez, University of Granada

Saturday, 24 September 2022

34EXTR1 - Deradicalization and the Management of Terror Offenders

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 3 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Elanie Rodermond

1. Multi-agency work to prevent repeat offending: a theory of change

Kristof Verfaillie, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Randy Haers, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

2. The impact of terrorist attacks on trust in institutions: a multi-site natural experiment

Christof Nägel, Utrecht University, NSCR Amsterdam

Amy Nivette, Utrecht University, NSCR Amsterdam

Christian Czymara, Frankfurt University

3. Criminal careers and post-release outcomes of terrorist prisoners in the Netherlands

Elanie Rodermond, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Romi Zalmé, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
4. From extreme ideas to violent and non-violent outcomes: a life-course perspective on terrorist suspects

**Fabienne Thijs**, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU) & Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement

**Elanie Rodermond**, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU) & Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement

**Edward Kleemans**, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam (VU)
Thursday, 22 September 2022

35COVID0 - PAP1 - Financial Penalties and Inequalities: Past, present and future

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Susan McVie

1. COVID fines: Insights into non-compliance and vulnerability from Scottish recipient data

Victoria Gorton, University of Edinburgh

2. Keeping up with the Covid Regulations: Challenges for operational policing

Kath Murray, University of Edinburgh

3. Can’t pay or won’t pay? Inequalities in the impact of financial punishment during the pandemic

Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh

4. Paradoxes, passion, and people: Financial punishment and women’s justice

Amy Cullen, University of Glasgow

35COVID0 - PAP2 - Understanding How the Covid-19 Pandemic Affected Victimisation, Agency Responses and Domestic Homicide in England and Wales

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel
Session Chair: Lucy Trafford

1. The experiences of male victims of domestic violence and abuse during Covid-19

Nicole Westmarland, Durham University Centre for Research into Violence and Abuse

Stephen Burrell, Durham University Centre for Research into Violence and Abuse

2. Effects of An English Lockdown on Victim’s Experience of Intimate Partner Violence and The Police Response

Lucy Trafford, University of Oxford

3. How the Covid-19 pandemic influenced victimisation in domestic homicides and suspected victim suicides

Lis Bates, Senior Research Fellow for the VKPP and Reader in Interpersonal Violence Prevention at the Connect Centre, University of Central Lancashire

Katharine Hoeger, Research Fellow for the VKPP and Doctoral Candidate at the University of Oxford

35COVID2 - Effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on economic and violent crimes

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 10 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Aleksandras Dobryninas

1. Effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on burglary in Denmark

Peter Kruize, Center for Crime Analysis

2. Fraud and the search for evidence on Covid-19 impacts: Investigating ‘excess fraud’

Michael Levi, Cardiff University

3. Smuggling of migrants and the convergence with other transnational crimes: an open source media analysis

Maria Jofre, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime

Alberto Aziani, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime

Marina Mancuso, Universita Cattolica del Sacro Cuore and Transcrime
4. Pandemic, infodemic and murder cases in Lithuania

Aleksandras Dobryninas, Vilnius University

35COVID3 - Crime, punishment and pandemics

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 10 Classroom / Aulario

Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Lesley McAra


Lesley McAra, University of Edinburgh

Susan McVie, University of Edinburgh

2. Administrative and criminal sanctions in the context of anti-Covid measures: a long-lasting effect?

Christine Guillain, University Saint-Louis - Brussels

Diletta Tatti, University Saint-Louis - Brussels

3. The rules in times of a pandemic: instrumental, normative, altruistic reasons

Guido Travaini, University Vita - Salute San Raffaele Milan

Caruso Palmina, University of Milan

Maria Michela Dickson, University of Trento

Giuseppe Espa, University of Trento

Isabella Merzagora, University of Milan

4. Covid and Crime, the Czech Experience

Miroslav Scheinost, Institute of Criminology and Social Prevention

5. A Society of Captives Locked Down

Nick Hardwick, Royal Holloway University of London

Rosie Meek, Royal Holloway University of London
35COVID5 - Prison, probation and the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Gaëtan Cliquennois

1. The COVID-19 pandemic, the prisoner, and the judge: study of the complaints brought by prisoners in France during the pandemic crisis

Gaëtan Cliquennois, CNRS/Nantes University/DCS

Nicolas Klausser, CNRS/Nantes University/DCS

2. Long and Short-term Problems of the Czech Penal Policy and Prison Practice and their Negative Effects during the COVID-19 Crisis

Helena Marie Valkova, Universität für Unternehmen und Recht

3. The impact of COVID-19 preventive measures on prison and probation populations across Europe

Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

Edoardo Cocco, University of Lausanne

Lorena Molnar, University of Lausanne

Mélanie M. Tiago, University of Lausanne

Yuji Z. Hashimoto, University of Lausanne

35COVID6 - Digital justice and the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Jake Phillips


Eszter Kovács Szitkay, Centre for Social Sciences Institute for Legal Studies / Ludovika University of Public Service Doctoral School of Law Enforcement

2. Maintaining momentum in digital change: How current investment in digital training and infrastructure could improve prisoner rehabilitation, release and reintegration
Rhianon Williams, Senatorin für Justiz und Verfassung Bremen/ Bremen Ministry of Justice, Germany

Pedro das Neves, Innovative Prison Systems (IPS)

Andrada Istrate, European Strategies Consulting

Oana Murgeanu-Manolache, European Strategies Consulting

Ioan Durnesco, European Strategies Consulting

Lars Dietze, Bremen Prison, Germany

3. Legitimacy and Online Courts: Procedural Justice, Access to Justice, and Income

Avital Mentovich, University of Haifa, School of Law

JJ Prescott, University of Michigan, School of Law

Orna Rabinovich Einy, University of Haifa, School of Law

4. Remote parole oral hearings: more efficient, but at what cost?

Jake Phillips, Sheffield Hallam University

David Peplow, Sheffield Hallam University

35COVID9 - Domestic violence and the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Marijke Roosen

1. Intimate partner violence during the pandemic: lessons learned

Marijke Roosen, Rhea, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

Gily Coene, Rhea, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

2. Against All Odds, Femicide Did Not Increase During the First Year of the COVID-19 Pandemic: Evidence From Six Spanish-Speaking Countries

Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

Lorena Molnar, University of Lausanne

Francisca Baquerizas, University Pompeu Fabra
3. Violent crimes within the family during the COVID-19 pandemic: the role of sleep disorders

Alessandro Sarzetto, University Vita- Salute San Raffaele Milan
Marta Bosia, University Vita- Salute San Raffaele Milan
Guido Travaini, University Vita- Salute San Raffaele Milan

4. Femicide and Domestic violence against women during the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic - The Israeli Case

Limor Yehuda, The Western Galilee Collage
Irit Ein-Tal, The Western Galilee Collage

Friday, 23 September 2022

35COVID1 - Prostitution, homelessness and drug use during the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Lorena Molnar

1. Experiencing Violence in Prostitution – An Analysis of Risk Factors in the Context of the Covid-19 Pandemic in Germany

Robert Küster, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony (KFN)
Laura Treskow, Criminological Research Institute of Lower Saxony (KFN)

2. Drug Use, Non-fatal Overdose, and COVID 19: An Exploratory Study of Pandemic Related Drug Problems Among Incarcerated Persons

Amy K. Cook, Virginia Commonwealth University
Nancy A. Morris, Virginia Commonwealth University

3. Homelessness During the Coronavirus Pandemic. Exploratory Study in Switzerland

Lorena Molnar, University of Lausanne
Yuji Z. Hashimoto, University of Lausanne
4. Homelessness during the Coronavirus Pandemic: Challenges and Opportunities for data collection

Yuji Zocatelli Hashimoto, École des sciences criminelles, University of Lausanne
Lorena Molnar, École des sciences criminelles, University of Lausanne

35COVID7 - Public resistance and coercive control in time of pandemics

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario
Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Anita Lavorgna

1. Public Resistance to COVID-19 Digital Contact Tracing and its Criminological Relevance

Anita Lavorgna, University of Anita Lavorgna

2. Why People Hide Their Infection? - The Criminological approach to Korean Phenomenon ‘Shy Omicron’

Myeonggi Hong, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi University in South Korea
Junho Park, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi University in South Korea
Dayeong Lee, Department of Public Safety BIG-Data Psychological Analytics at Kyonggi University in South Korea
Euigab Hwang, Department of Police Administration at Kyonggi University in South Korea

3. The Implementation Problem Regulation of Covid 19 In Indonesia

Ahmad Irzal Fardiansyah, University of Lampung
Ta Larasati Jamil, University of Lampung

35COVID10 - The COVID-19 pandemic and the challenges for the criminal justice systems

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Elodie Schils

1. The use of local mediation during the COVID-19 crisis
Elodie Schils, National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC) - Brussels

Alexia Jonckheere, National Institute of Criminalistics and Criminology (NICC) - Brussels

2. The COVID-19 pandemic and the criminal justice system

Joselyne Nkogo, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Amber Ruf, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Rita Augustyn, Keene State College

Sean Perry, University of Massachusetts Lowell

3. Effect of Interview via ZOOM and Rapport on Accurate Information for Adolescent Witnesses.

Keun-Ho Kim, Dongguk University

Eun-Kyung Jo, Dongguk University

Joon-Tae Lim, Dongguk University


Christine Guillain, University Saint-Louis - Brussels

Diletta Tatti, University Saint-Louis - Brussels

35COVID11 - Policing during the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Silvia Staubli

1. “Maybe the laws are wrong, if we can't enforce them”. Swiss police commanders’ view on strategies against the COVID-19 pandemic

Silvia Staubli, University of Fribourg

2. COVID-19 and Police Custody: Compounding Vulnerability Among Appropriate Adult Service Users

Samantha Reveley, University of Sunderland

Sarah Connelly, University of Sunderland

Donna Peacock, University of Sunderland
Saturday, 24 September 2022

**35COVID4 - Crime trends and the COVID-19 pandemic**

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Edwin Kruisbergen

1. Two Years of Pandemic Crime Trends in England & Wales

   **Hulya Seyidoglu,** University of Leeds / School of Law
   **Anthony Dixon,** University of Leeds / School of Law
   **Nicholas Malleson,** University of Leeds / School of Geography
   **Jose Pina-Sanchez,** University of Leeds / School of Law
   **Graham Farrell,** University of Leeds / School of Law

2. The impact of Covid-19 on regional distribution of crime in the Swiss Cantons

   **Patrice Villettaz,** University of Lausanne
   **Christine Burhardt,** University of Lausanne
   **Stefano Caneppele,** University of Lausanne

3. The COVID-19 pandemic and police registered offences in Spain in 2020-2021

   **Javier Guardiola-García,** University of Valencia

4. Seizing the opportunity? Crime in the Netherlands during twelve months of coronavirus measures

   **Edwin Kruisbergen,** Ministry of Justice and Security
   **Lisa Van Es,** Dutch Police
   **Lise Houwing,** Dutch Police
35COVID8 - Cybercrime and the COVID-19 pandemic

Scheduled: **Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45**, Room: Room (Aula) 11 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

**Session Chair: Katalin Parti**

1. **The acceleration of cybercrime during Covid-19: Which cybercrimes increased the most?**

**Nacho Díaz Castaño, Centro Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández**

**Fernando Miró-Llinares, Centro Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández**

2. **Online Drugs and COVID-19: Testing General Strain Theory as a Push Factor in Buying Illegal Drugs Online on a Longitudinal Sample Design**

**Katalin Parti, Virginia Tech**

**Thomas Dearden, Virginia Tech**

**James Hawdon, Virginia Tech**

3. **What kind of hate contents are conveyed in the cyber space and Why? : A Criminological Approach to Types and Causes of Cyberhate**

**Jihui Shin, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea**

**Eun-hye Kim, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea**

**Nayoung Ko, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea**

**Euigab Hwang, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea**

4. **Digital frontier technologies, COVID-19, and crime: Theorising the crime-technology nexus in times of crisis**

**Sanja Milivojevic, Bristol Digital Futures Institute and School for Policy Studies**
36. Comparative Criminology

Thursday, 22 September 2022

36COMPo - PAP1 - An European criminology?

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Michele Riccardi

1. Criminology in Europe, Northern America and Latin America

Marcelo Aebi, University of Lausanne

2. Criminological Research in the Balkans Between Science and Activism in Context of Academic Corruption

Anna Maria Getoš Kalac, University of Zagreb

3. Safeguarding European Criminology? Some reflections on critical contemporary challenges

Ernesto Savona, Transcrime-Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Anita Lavorgna, University of Bologna

4. The contribution of European criminology to the Horizon Europe Research Programme

Ernesto Savona, Transcrime-Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

Alberto Aziani, Transcrime-Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore

36COMPo - PAP2 - Offending and Rehabilitation in Japan

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: David Brewster
1. Schools and Delinquency Deterrence in Japan: Results from the International Self-Report Delinquency Study

Masataka Oe, Kyoto University

2. Perspectives towards volunteers in offender rehabilitation in Japan

Yuji Takenaka, Hokuriku Gakuin University

3. The provision of peer support by peer staff working in Offenders’ Rehabilitation Facilities in Japan

Sho Sagara, Saitama Prefectural University

4. Yakuza rituals: exchanging sake cups on YouTube

Martina Baradel, University of Oxford

36COMP0 - PAP3 - The Power of Pen & The Rule of Law in Retreat: EU and UN Pathways for its Advance

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Slawomir Redo


Slawomir Redo, The United Nations Studies Association

2. “The Rule of Law and the European Union in the time of challenge”

Haverkamp Rita, Faculty of Law Eberhard Karls University of Tuebingen

3. "The Rule of Law, the Independence of Judiciary and Corruption"

Phil Reichel, Professor Emeritus, University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, COL, USA

36COMP1 - Comparative criminology Panel 1 - Issues in comparative criminology

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism
Session Chair: Gavin Hart

1. Spanish police and conviction statistics in comparative perspective: The Influence of statistical counting rules

Antonia Linde, Open University of Catalonia

Marcelo F. Aebi, University of Lausanne

2. Is recognition the answer? Exploring the barriers for successful reintegration of ex-combatants into civil society in Northern Ireland and Colombia

Gavin Hart, Liverpool Hope University

Camilo Tamayo Gomez, University of Huddersfield

36COMP2  -  Comparative criminology Panel 2  -  Theoretical perspectives

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: Kofi Boakye

1. Research and Theorizing on Crime and Development: A Historical and Critical Assessment

Nathan Pino, Texas State University

Jarrett Blaustein, Australia National University

Tom Chodor, Monash University

2. Entanglement: A comparative study of prevalence and risk factors for adolescent substance use

Kofi Boakye, Anglia Ruskin University

3. Comparing desistance: what does it look like to stop offending in England and France?

Ruwani Fernando, Sheffield Hallam University

4. Russian criminology in the European criminology

Yakov Gilinsky, St. Petersburg’s Juridical Institute of the General Prosecutor’s Office, Department of Criminal Law
Friday, 23 September 2022

37CCOR - PAP1 - Measuring Cost of Crime: a statistical approach

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 9 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Dayana Lizeth Pérez Ramírez

1. Hypothesis to measure direct and indirect cost of Gender-based Violence

Isabella Corazziari, Italian National Institute of Statistics and Geography (ISTAT)

Maria Giuseppina Muratore, Italian National Institute of Statistics and Geography (ISTAT)

Claudia Villante, Italian National Institute of Statistics and Geography (ISTAT)

Alessandra Capobianchi, Italian National Institute of Statistics and Geography (ISTAT)

2. An initial assessment of the economic cost of gender-based violence in Spain in 2019

Luis Felipe Rivera Galicia, Universidad de Alcalá España

3. Measuring costs of crime and violence in Mexico

Adrián Franco, National Institute of Statistics and Geography, Mexico

37CCOR - PAP2 - Corruption Correlates Crime. A Symbiotic Relationship

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 9 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Dayana Lizeth Pérez Ramírez

1. The multi-sources approach to measure corruption
Maria Giuseppina Muratore, Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT)

Roberta Barletta, Italian National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT)

2. Measuring corruption using population surveys

Maurice Dunaiski, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC),

3. Corruption and crime in Mexico. A two-headed monster

Adrian Franco, Instituto Nacional de Estadística y Geografía (INEGI)

**37CCOR1 - Crime correlates Panel 1 - Childhood and school experiences**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 9 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Ana Rita Cruz

1. School Engagement, School Climate and Youth Externalizing Behaviours: Direct and Indirect Effects of Parenting Practices

Inês Barbosa da Fonseca, Faculty of Law, University of Porto

Gilda Santos, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; University Lusíada Porto

Margarida Santos, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; University Lusíada Porto

2. The association between delinquency of school-class mates and individual delinquency: Findings from a national study

Robert Svensson, Department of Criminology, Malmö University

Zoran Vasiljevic, Department of Criminology, Malmö University

Frank M. Weerman, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) and Erasmus University Rotterdam

3. All that you can(´t) leave behind: The effect of childhood experiences on criminal behavior

Ana Rita Cruz, Lusófona University, Hei-Lab, Lisbon, Portugal

Andreia Castro-Rodrigues, William James Center for Research & ISPA - Instituto Universitário, Lisbon, Portugal
Olga Cunha, Lusófona University, Hei-Lab, Porto, Portugal

4. The key components of bullying and cyberbullying prevention programs in Spain: can they be used to prevent crime?

Pedro Campoy Torrente, Universidad de Málaga

37CCOR2 - Crime correlates Panel 2 - Types of crime

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 9 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Mona Khoury-Kassabri


Joke Geeraert, Ghent University

Christophe Vandeviver, Ghent University

Ines Keygnaert, Ghent University

2. Driving violations: the jointly contribution of personality, anger, and passion

Josefina Castro, Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies, FCT [UIDB/04053/2020], Lusíada University, Portugal; Faculty of Law, Lusíada University North, Porto, Portugal; Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal

Carla Cardoso, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal; Centre for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies, FCT [UIDB/04053/2020], Lusíada University, Porto, Portugal

Mariana Machado, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law - University of Porto / Doctoral research fellow, FCT [2021.04650.BD]

Cândido Agra, Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies, FCT [UIDB/04053/2020], Lusíada University, Porto, Portugal; Emeritus Professor, University of Porto, Porto, Portugal

3. Arab Youth Involvement in Serious Physical Violence and Political Violence – Similarities and Differences in Risk Factors

Mona Khoury-Kassabri, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
**Badi Hasisi, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem**

**Eran Itskovich, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem**


**Naci Akdemir, Gendarmerie and Coast Guard Academy**

**Ismail Batuhan Baskonak, Gendarmerie and Coast Guard Academy**
Friday, 23 September 2022

38CULT0 - PAP1 - Expressions of victimization in art and culture

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Jennifer O'Mahoney

1. Memento: a case study in the phenomenology of victimization
   Antony Pemberton, KU Leuven, Belgium

2. Empowerment through empathy: A digital #ActToo art project
   Jennifer O'Mahoney, South East Technological University, Ireland

3. Cultural victimology: professionals’ narratives on domestic violence against women in Croatia
   Anita Dremel, Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek, Croatia

38CULT0 - PAP2 - From Crime to Courtroom: A Cultural Perspective on Eyewitness Memory

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Annelies Vredeveldt

1. Is Culture the Missing Piece? The Influence of Culture on Eyewitness Memory
   Gabi de Bruïne, VU University Amsterdam
   Annelies Vredeveld, VU University Amsterdam
   Peter van Koppen, VU University Amsterdam
2. Intercultural Eyewitness Interviews by the South African Police

Laura Weiss, VU University Amsterdam, Utrecht University
Eva A. J. van Rosmalen, VU University Amsterdam
Annelies Vredeveeldt, VU University Amsterdam

3. “What is Culture?” A Scoping Review of the Role of Culture in Legal Settings

Dylan Drenk, VU University Amsterdam
Annelies Vredeveeldt, VU University Amsterdam
Barbora Hola, VU University Amsterdam
Verena Muckermann, VU University Amsterdam
Linda Schoonmade, VU University Amsterdam

38CULT1 - Cultural criminology

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: René van Swaaningen

1. Acts of iconoclasm and sources for illicit antiquities trade: the destruction and looting of cultural heritage by terrorist groups

Mathias Desmet, Universiteit Gent

2. Cultural Bias in International Criminology

René van Swaaningen, Erasmus University Rotterdam

3. The future-past of law enforcement: Robocop, hauntology and re-feudalization

Paul McGuinness, University of Sussex

4. Forensic aesthetics: art, investigation and new materiality of crime in the post-truth era

Katerina Gachevska, Leeds Beckett University

5. Reflexive Nomoi

Wayne Morrison, School of Law Queen Mary University of London
39.  Fear of Crime

Saturday, 24 September 2022

39FEAR1 - Comparative Perspectives on Fear of Crime

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Sebastian Kost

1. The subjective sense of security in residential areas and public spaces

Sebastian Kost, North Rhine-Westphalia State Office of Criminal Investigation

2. Why Koreans with Lower Collective Efficacy Express Lower Fear of Crime? - A comparative study on nonlinear relationship of collective efficacy and fear of crime in South Korea

Sinui Park, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea

Hyeong-Geun Choe, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea

EuiGab Hwang, Department of Criminology at Kyonggi university in South Korea

3. Gendered Responses to Fear of Victimization? Students’ Use of Risk Avoidance Strategies in Two Campus Contexts

Shannon Jacobsen, Drexel University

39FEAR2 - Theoretical developments on fear of crime

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 4 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Jossian Zoutendijk

1. Low self-control, victimization and fear of crime

Margarida Santos, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Faculty of Law, University Lusia-da-North

Inês Guedes, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto
Gilda Santos, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto; Faculty of Law, University Lusíada-North

Nuno Teixeira, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto

Mariana Machado, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto

Carla Cardoso, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Porto

2. Perceptions of security in WhatsApp Neighbourhood Crime Prevention groups

Jossian Zoutendijk, Inholland University of Applied Sciences

3. Towards a new perspective on fear of crime and (other) contemporary perceptions of security

Marnix Eysink Smeets, Inholland University of Appl. Sc.

4. Mobile apps for capturing places and moments of fear of crime: a review

Laura Vozmediano, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU

Carlota Jauregui, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU

Alexander Trinidad, University of Cologne

Jone Aliri, University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU
40. Human Trafficking

Thursday, 22 September 2022

40HTRA0 - PAP1 - Human trafficking and exploitation (aka ‘modern slavery’) – innovations in empirical research

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ella Cockbain

1. Examining the geographies of human trafficking: key methodological challenges

Ella Cockbain, UCL

Kate Bowers, UCL

Oli Hutt, UCL

2. Facing the Folk Devils: Modern Slavery Offenders’ Explanations of their Crimes

David Gadd, University of Manchester

Rose Broad, University of Manchester

3. How has the landscape around officially identified trafficking and exploitation shifted in the UK? Insights from ten years of data from the UK’s National Referral Mechanism.

Matthew Ashby, UCL

Ella Cockbain, UCL

Kate Bowers, UCL

Sheldon Zhang, University of Massachusetts Lowell

Aili Malm, California State University, Long Beach

Wim Bernasco, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
4. Estimating the prevalence of forced labour with Link Tracing Sampling among Kenyan Migrant Workers in Gulf Countries.

Sheldon Zhang, University of Massachusetts Lowell
Nell Compernolle, University of Chicago
Kyle Vincent, Independent
Sarah Lord, University of Chicago
Kareem Kysia, University of Chicago

40HTRA1 - Commercial sexual exploitation and human trafficking

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Classroom / Aulario
Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: John Winterdyk


John Winterdyk, Mount Royal University
Crystal Hincks, Fourteenfields Lrd

2. Researching the modus operandi, background and criminal records of grooming "Romeo" pimps

Chaim Demarée, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Els Enhus, Vrije Universiteit Brussel
Lucas Melgaço, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

3. Child Sex Trafficking in England and Wales: Recognising, Responding and Reporting

Paul Nelson, Anglia Ruskin University

4. Bride trafficking of Cambodian women and girls into China

Thi Hoang, Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime
Vireak Chhun, Independent researcher
Lucia Bird, Global Initiative Against Transnational Organized Crime
**40HTRA2 - Labour trafficking and trafficking in persons for the removal of organs**

Scheduled: **Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15**, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

**Session Chair: Sean Columb**

1. Determinants affecting organ trafficking "business"

   **Maria Ntyli**, *Middlesex University*

   **Maria Eirini Papadouka**, *Middlesex University*

2. Differences in understanding labour trafficking and exploitation in Nordic court cases – exploring the definition of forced labour in the Finnish context

   **Anniina Jokinen**, *European Institute for Crime Prevention and Control (HEUNI)*

3. Criminal Synergies: People Smuggling and Illicit Organ Removal on the Central Mediterranean Route

   **Sean Columb**, *University of Liverpool*

**40HTRA3 - Victims of human trafficking**

Scheduled: **Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15**, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

**Session Chair: Alicia Kidd**

1. Asylum seekers as a victims of human trafficking – case of Poland

   **Lukasz Wieczorek**, *Uniwersity of Warsaw*

2. Victims of human trafficking: between recognition and oblivion

   **Diletta Tatti**, *Université Saint-Louis - Bruxelles*

3. Responding to victims of trafficking who commit crimes

   **Alicia Kidd**, *Wilberforce Institute, University of Hull*

4. A picture is worth a thousand words: questioning trafficking imagery in the digital realm

   **Isotta Rossoni**, *Leiden University, Van Vollenhoven Institute for Law, Governance and Society*
Amalia Campos Delgado, Leiden University, Van Vollenhoven Institute for Law, Governance and Society

40HTRA4 - Human trafficking: regulatory and enforcement challenges

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 16 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Carolina Villacampa

1. SHERLOC project: Text analysis on human trafficking and migrant smuggling legal cases

Maria Eirini Papadouka, Middlesex University

2. The Spanish Supreme Court's jurisprudence on trafficking in human beings

Marc Salat, University of Lleida
Ramón García Albero, University of Lleida
María Jesús Gómez Adillón, University of Lleida

3. Jurisprudential study of the procedural treatment of human trafficking

Andrea Planchadell-Gargallo, Universitat Jaume I

4. Challenges faced in the prosecution of labour trafficking cases

Carolina Villacampa-Estiate, University of Lleida
Claudia Torres-Ferrer, University of Lleida (Spain)
Merche Serrano-Masip, University of Lleida (Spain)
41. Methodologies in Criminology

Friday, 23 September 2022

41METCo - PAP1 - Social Network Analysis in Criminology

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Jo-Anne Kramer

1. Determinants of violence in local UK communities: exploring the role of organised crime, drug markets and offender mobility networks

Paolo Campana, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge

Cecilia Meneghini, University of Cambridge

Alyssa Knisley, Institute of Criminology, University of Cambridge

2. Co-offending networks of OMCG members

David Bright, Alfred Deakin Institute, Deakin University

Giovanni Sadewo, Alfred Deakin Institute, Deakin University

Tim Cubitt, Serious and Organised Crime Research Laboratory, Australian Institute of Criminology

Chris Dowling, Serious and Organised Crime Research Laboratory, Australian Institute of Criminology

Anthony Morgan, Serious and Organised Crime Research Laboratory, Australian Institute of Criminology

3. Understanding tie formation in money laundering networks in The Netherlands

Jo-Anne Kramer, VU University Amsterdam & Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Ieke de Vries, Leiden University

Arjan Blokland, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Leiden University
4. Enforcement measures and centrality power inside the organized crime group

Pedro Sousa, School of Criminology & CJS, Faculty of Law, University of Porto
Filipa Silva, School of Criminology & CJS, Faculty of Law, University of Porto
Ana Guerreiro, School of Criminology & CJS, Faculty of Law, University of Porto

41METC1 - Criminology and criminal investigations

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19B Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: Andromachi Tseloni

1. Crimes of the Past: Challenges and Pitfalls in Scrutinizing Criminal Behavior from Contemporary Witnesses

Peter Graeff, Christian-Albrechts University Kiel
Helge-Fabien Hertz, Christian-Albrechts University


Andromachi Tseloni, Nottingham Trent University
Thomas Jackson, Ministry of Justice
Georgina Eaton, Ministry of Justice

3. Who is an optimal eyewitness? Predicting Eyewitness' Performance With Individual Differences

Kaja Głomb, Institute of Applied Psychology | Faculty of Management and Social Communication, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Przemyslaw Piotrowski, Institute of Applied Psychology | Faculty of Management and Social Communication, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Bożena Gulla, Institute of Applied Psychology | Faculty of Management and Social Communication, Jagiellonian University in Krakow, Maria Mastek, Institute of Applied Psychology | Faculty of Management and Social Communication, Jagiellonian University in Krakow

4. Counting and accounting for deaths in mental healthcare: Competing narratives and incomplete data

David Baker, University of Liverpool
Thursday, 22 September 2022

**42ORGCo - PAP1 - Combating organised vehicle crime by developing barriers to prevent the facilitation of online distribution of stolen vehicles and vehicle parts (V-BAR)**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Catherine Monbailliu

1. Motor vehicle theft in the EU: recent trends and developments.
   - Atanas Rusev, Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)
   - Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy (CSD)
   - Nacer Lalam, Institut des hautes études du ministère de l'Intérieur (IHEMI)
   - Fiamma Terenghi, Manchester University
   - Catherine Monbailliu, Ghent University
   - Klaus Von Lampe, Berlin School of Economics and Law

2. Developing and using barrier models in the fight against crime: some good practices from The Netherlands
   - Lienke Hutten, Centrum voor Criminaliteitspreventie & Veiligheid (CCV)
   - Joeri Vig, Centrum voor Criminaliteitspreventie & Veiligheid (CCV)

3. The barrier model: A paper tiger based on conceptual vagueness?
   - Jelle Janssens, Ghent University

4. Application of the barrier model to analyze the stolen cars market in Bulgaria
   - Atanas Rusev, Center for the Study of Democracy
   - Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy
42ORGCo - PAP2 - Criminal careers in organized crime

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Francesco Calderoni

1. Recruitment into organized crime: a systematic review of individual-level risk factors

Francesco Calderoni, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime

Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy

Gian Maria Campedelli, Università degli Studi di Trento

Martina Marchesi, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime

Deborah Manzi, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime

Niccolò Frualdo, Northwestern University

2. The evolution of the criminal careers of mafia offenders across different generations

Francesco Calderoni, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime

3. Co-offending & the evolution of violent behavior among organized crime offenders

Cecilia Meneghini, University of Cambridge

Francesco Calderoni, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime

4. Comparing the criminal careers of Italian and Dutch organized crime offenders

Tommaso Comunale, Center for the Study of Democracy

Edward Kleemans, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Victor van der Geest, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

Francesco Calderoni, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore - Transcrime
42ORGCo - PAP3 - Offending patterns among Outlaw Motorcycle Gang (OMCG) members and the ways in which individual members respond to the approach against OMCGs

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Sjoukje van Deuren

1. Profiling Belgian Outlaw Motorcycle Clubs based on conviction data

Jelle Janssens, Institute for International Research on Criminal Policy, Faculty of Law and Criminology, Ghent University

2. The extent and nature of co-offending among Dutch outlaw bikers

Arjan Blokland, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
Wouter van der Leest, Dutch national police
Melvin Soudijn, Dutch national police

3. Predicting high-harm offending using machine learning: An application to Australian outlaw motorcycle gangs)

Timothy Cubitt, Australian Institute of Criminology

4. Fighting back: A case study on how Dutch Hells Angels respond and adapt to the Dutch multi-agency approach towards outlaw motorcycle gangs (OMCGs)

Teun van Ruitenburg, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
Sjoukje van Deuren, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam/ Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement
Robby Roks, Erasmus University Rotterdam
42ORGCo - PAP6 - Author meets critics session’ on organised crime and terrorism

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Hans-Juergen Kerner

1. Book presentation: The Nexus Between Organized Crime and Terrorism. Types and Responses

Letizia Paoli, Leuven Institute of Criminology - University of Leuven

2. Discussant: The Nexus Between Organized Crime and Terrorism. Types and Responses

Jay Albanese, Virginia Commonwealth University - Wilder School of Government & Public Affairs

3. Discussant: The Nexus Between Organized Crime and Terrorism. Types and Responses

Stephan Parmentier, Leuven Institute of Criminology, University of Leuven

42ORGCo - PAP7 - Author meets Critics: 'Chasing the Mafia, 'Ndrangheta, Memories and Journey'

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Anna Sergi

Critiques:

Letizia Paoli, University of Leuven

David Bright, Deakin University

Michael Levi, University of Cardiff

Jay Albanese, Virginia Commonwealth University
Friday, 23 September 2022

**42ORGC0 - PAP4 - Organized Crime and Wildlife Trade**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Daan van Uhm

1. **Connections between trades and trafficking in wildlife and drugs**
   
   Daan van Uhm, *Utrecht University*
   
   Nigel South, *University of Essex*
   
   Tanya Wyatt, *Northumbria University*

2. **State-organized crime and the killing of wolves in Norway**
   
   Ragnhild Sollund, *University of Oslo*
   
   David Goyes, *University of Oslo*

3. **Mexican organized crime and the illegal trade in totoaba maw**
   
   Aitor Ibáñez Alonso, *Utrecht University*
   
   Israel Alvarado Martinez, *INACIPE*

4. **Chinese organized crime and the illegal wildlife trade: diversification and outsourcing in the Golden Triangle**
   
   Daan van Uhm, *Utrecht University*
   
   Rebecca Wong, *City University of Hong Kong*

**42ORGC3 - Drug trafficking and organised crime**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Marc Dugato

1. “Let cocaine go”. Rethinking strategies to disrupt the flow of drugs in commercial seaports.
Anna Sergi, University of Essex

2. Organised theft of medicine and medical devices: trends and criminal schemes

Marco Dugato, Università Cattolica - Transcrime

Cosimo Sidoti, Università Cattolica - Transcrime

3. Transnational illegal governance of cocaine trafficking: a study of the Sinaloa Cartel

Valentin Pereda, University of Montreal

David Décary-Hétu, University of Montreal

4. Juvenile Work in Mexican Drug Trafficking Organizations from the Perspective of a Collective Trajectory

Piotr Chomczyński, University of Lodz, University of Applied Sciences in Pila, Poland

5. Drug-related organized crime in the Meuse Rhine EU-region and the role of national borders

Jessica Noack, Maastricht University

Hans Nelen, Maastricht University

42ORGC4 - Patterns of managing illicit financial proceeds and their regulation

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Emanuele Sclafani

1. The financial management of cocaine trafficking in Italy

Fiamma Terenghi, The University of Manchester

2. Label v. Content: Problem Of Non-Recognition Of Civil Confiscation Orders In Europe

Skirmantas Bikelis, Law Institute at the Center of Social Sciences of Lithuania

3. Investment of Criminal Proceeds into the Legitimate Economy: An Analysis of Italian and Russian Organised Crime in the UK Real Estate Market
Emanuele Sclafani, University of Southampton

4. An analysis of cash collection systems related to the European drug market

Lalam Nacer, Institut des hautes études du ministère de l'intérieur

42ORGC5 - Smuggling and organised crime

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Stephanie Fleischer

1. Illicit firearms trafficking in Poland

Piotr Chlebowicz, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn

2. Human Smuggler – Perpetrator or Service Provider – Results from a Systematic Literature Review

Stephanie Fleischer, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven

3. Smuggling of migrants in times of COVID-19 pandemic and restriction measures in North Macedonia

Julia Jurtoska, College of Law, University of Cincinnati

4. The Illegal Smuggling of Migrants at The South of The European Union: Criminal Response in Border Countries

Isabel García, University of Salamanca

Manuel Cabezas Vicente, University of Salamanca

5. Criminal networks in the context of illegal migration – results from a survey among law enforcement agencies

Dominic Kudlacek, University of Applied Sciences Bremerhaven

Saturday, 24 September 2022
**42ORGC0 - PAP5 - Perilous journeys and exploitation in destination countries: how responses to irregular migration shape harm.**

Scheduled: **Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15**, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Ella Cockbain**


**Alexandre Bish, UCL**

**Hervé Borrion, UCL**

**Ella Cockbain, UCL**

2. Professionalising smugglers and harming migrants: assessing the impact of border security measures on the Balkan and Eastern Mediterranean routes to Europe

**David Leone Suber, UCL**

**Ella Cockbain, UCL**

**Ben Bradford, UCL**

3. A crime waiting to be discovered? Scripting decision-making processes of police investigation and exploring perceptions of police, other criminal justice professionals and NGOs around child labour trafficking investigation and prosecution in Thailand

**Phirapat Mangkhalasiri, UCL**

**Jyoti Belur, UCL**

**Ella Cockbain, UCL**


**Clara Cotroneo, Leiden University**

**Joachim Koops, Leiden University**

**Ella Cockbain, UCL**
42ORGC1 - National organised crime groups in a comparative perspective

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Laura Bainbridge

1. Crime and criminalisation of extended families in Germany. Analysis of current discourses on so-called clan crime

Daniel Wagner, German Police University
Tamara Dangelmaier, German Police University
Stella Nueschen, German Police University
Jens Struck, German Police University
Daniela Hunold, Berlin School of Economics and Law
Thomas Goergen, German Police University


Sarah Schreier, Institute of Criminology, University of Tuebingen

3. The crime-business nexus in Belgium: an analysis of expert interviews

Frauke Wittevrongel, University of Ghent

4. Understanding and preventing 'cuckooing' victimisation in the north of England

Laura Bainbridge, University of Leeds

42ORGC2 - Modus operandi of organised crime groups: new perspectives - Session I

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Anna Sergi

1. Co-offending networks of OMCG members

David Bright, Deakin University
2. To become ‘ndrangheta in Calabria: organisational narrative criminology and the constitution of mafia organisations

Anna Sergi, University of Essex

3. Risk and protective factors associated with different involvement mechanisms into organized crime groups: A systematic review

Ida Adamse, NSCR
Arjan Blokland, NSCR
Veroni Eichelsheim, NSCR

42ORGC6 - Modus operandi of organised crime groups: new perspectives - Session II

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 2 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Alice Rizzuti

1. A Model for Planning and Developing Actions, Interdictions, Interventions, Activities as well as Overarching Strategies Against 'Ndrangheta

Vincent C Figliomeni, F.F. Social Science Research Center In Calabria

2. OCGs behind bars, an analysis of the UK multiagency strategy

Alice Rizzuti, University of Hull

Simone Santorso, University of Sussex

3. The new Dutch strategy in containing organized crime: Old wine in new bottles?

Roland Moerland, Maastricht University
43. **Perceptions of Crime and Justice**

**Thursday, 22 September 2022**

### 43PERC0 - PAP1 - Social media and social unrest

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism**

**Session Type:** Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair:** Marius Koelink

1. **By way of introduction: how has fear changed?**

   **Marnix Eysink Smeets**, *Inholland University of Applied Sciences Rotterdam*

2. **The blurry interfaces of online-fuelled protest and disorder**

   **Hans Moors**, *EMMA - experts in media and society*

3. **Conspiracy theory inspired unrest**

   **Linda De Veen**, *EMMA - experts in Media and Society*

   **Marius Koelink**, *Inholland university of applied sciences*

### 43PERC1 - Perceptions of sexual exploitation, sexual abuse and prostitution

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism**

**Session Chair:** Lauren Stevens

1. **Attitudes towards prostitutes and those who pay for prostitution: Moral constructs and citizen perception**

   **Rocío Martínez Almanza**, *Crímina. Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche*

   **Jesús Aguerri Carreras**, *Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche*

2. **Differences in the perception of the phenomenon of prostitution. A comparison between men and women.**
Rocío Martínez Almanza, Centro Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche

Elena B. Fernández Castejón, Centro Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche

3. Prostitution and public perception: factors associated with moral rejection

Rocío Martínez Almanza, Centro Crímina, Universidad Miguel Hernández de Elche

4. Public perceptions of child sexual exploitation abroad: A vignette experiment on the influence of social distance

Anneke Koning, Leiden University

43PERC2 - Perceptions of the judicial process - Panel I

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: Lisa Ansemns


Dafna Rachok, Ukrainian Center for Law and Crime Research

Mariia Sokolova, Ukrainian Center for Law and Crime Research

Serhii Bahlai, Ukrainian Center for Law and Crime Research

2. Comparative perceptions on adult criminal justice and youth justice: empirical evidence from different European countries

Daniela Rodriguez Gutierrez, University College Dublin

3. A Bottom-Up Conceptualization of Procedural Justice in Criminal Cases

Lisa Ansemns, Leiden University

Kees van den Bos, Utrecht University

Elaine Mak, Utrecht University

4. What if justice can(not) be different? A Utopian Approach of the Actors’ Comes and Goes at the Special Jurisdiction for Peace

Adriana Romero Sanchez, University of Wisconsin-Madison
43PERC3 - Perceptions of the judicial process - Panel II

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: Jonas Visschers

1. Predictors of attitudes towards offenders and criminal justice. Special emphasis on attitudes to immigrants
Juan Antonio Aguilar-Jurado, Universidad de Málaga

Jonas Visschers, KU Leuven
Letizia Paoli, KU Leuven

3. Social workers’ interpretations of violence, in child protection
Lina Ponnert, School of social work, Lund University

43PERC4 - Perceptions of types of crime and law-breaking

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 1.22A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Chair: Thomas Goergen

1. Aggressive driving behavior: what is it, why and what reactions?
Mariana Sebastião Machado, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law - University of Porto / Doctoral research fellow, FCT [2021.04650.BD]
Josefina Castro, Faculty of Law, University Lusíada North, Porto, Portugal / Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies (CEJEA), University Lusíada, Porto, Portugal / Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS), University of Porto, Porto, Portugal
Cândido Agra, Emeritus Professor, University of Porto / Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies (CEJEA), University Lusíada
Carla Cardoso, School of Criminology, Faculty of Law - University of Porto / Interdisciplinary Research Centre on Crime Justice and Security (CJS), Faculty of Law - University of Porto / Center for Juridical, Economic and Environmental Studies (CEJEA), University Lusíada
2. Perception of stalking by police students with and without professional experience: Do victim and perpetrator gender and prior relationship matter?

Lena Posch, University of Applied Sciences of the Police Academy Hamburg

Benjamin Sklarek, University of Applied Sciences of the Police Academy Hamburg

3. "Clan crime": a systematic literature synthesis on deviant behaviour in extended family structures

Thomas Goergen, German Police University

Tamara Dangelmaier, German Police University

Stella Nueschen, German Police University

Jens Struck, German Police University

Daniel Wagner, German Police University
Friday, 23 September 2022

**44SCCJ0 - PAP1 - Criminal Law and Social Control in the Digital Era**

Scheduled: **Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30**, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Felix Butz**

1. **Big data policing: The German case**
   
   **Felix Butz**, University of Leipzig

2. **The impact of AI on money laundering prevention**
   
   **Katharina Reisch**, University of Göttingen
   
   **Katrin Höffle**, University of Leipzig

3. **Computer-assisted Sentencing**
   
   **Hauke Bock**, University of Leipzig

4. **The Impact of the Digital Era on Criminal Penalty and Its Enforcement**
   
   **Tim Nicklas Festerling**, University of Leipzig

**44SCCJ0 - PAP2 - The characterization of migrants as a category of risk and vulnerability in Spain: various manifestations of their exclusion in the social and criminal field**

Scheduled: **Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00**, Room: Room (Aula) 1.19A Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Miren Odriozola Gurrutxaga**

1. **Migrants as a vulnerable group: one more manifestation of the managerial-actuarial model of criminality**
Helene Colomo Iraola, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

2. Categories of deportation faced by foreigners who commit a crime in Spain: critical analysis from the perspective of vulnerability

Miren Odriozola Gurrutxaga, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

3. From minors in protection to immigrants in exclusion in the Basque Country

Ane Viana Salinas, University of the Basque Country (UPV/EHU)

**44SCCJo - PAP3 - Victimization of Minors in the Intra-family Sphere: Analysis of their Protection and Reparation in Crimes of Gender Violence, against Family Relationships and the Use of Minors for Begging or Trafficking for those Purposes.**

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) Room (Aula) 1.19A
Communication and Tourism School / Facultad de Comunicacion y Turism

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Leyre Hernández Díaz**

1. The Prohibition of Mediation Processes in Gender Violence in the Spanish Criminal System: a Discrimination for Women and Children of the Sex-Gender Power System.

Idoia Igartua Larauðogoitia, University of Basque Country (IVAC/KREI)

2. The Protection of Minors as a Particularly Vulnerable Group in Crimes against Family Relationships:

Leyre Hernández Díaz, University of Basque Country (IVAC/KREI)

3. The Use of Minors for Begging in the Spanish Penal Code

Leire Berasaluce Guerricagoitia, University of Basque Country (IVAC/KREI)
Saturday, 24 September 2022

44SCCJ1 - New perspectives on social control and criminal justice

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Lauren O’Connell

1. Does the way forward today have to be criminal law, especially for crimes within the family?
Alexandra Vilela, ULP

2. Explaining the Inverse Relation between Welfare and Punishment: A Review of Recent Econometric Evidence
Francois Bonnet, CNRS

3. Reshaping or overcoming criminal asylums? An empirical study on Italian new secure residential units in the community
Perla Arianna Allegri, University of Torino
Giovanni Torrente, University of Torino

Klaus Boers, University of Muenster
He Huang, China University of Political Science and Law, Beijing
Marcus Schaerff, University of Muenster

44SCCJ2 - Contemporary issues on social control and criminal justice

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 5 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Beate Kutschke

1. What are “Sperrzeiten”? Hidden sanctions in the German Employment Promotion Law
Beate Kutschke, Paris Lodron Universität Salzburg
2. Complaining about strip searches in prisons in Belgium

Tom Daems, Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), KU Leuven

3. Pioneering policy, pioneering practice, but what of the pioneers: the personal and professional journeys of seconded practitioners involved in innovating multi-agency working in criminal justice.

Matthew Millings, Liverpool John Moores University

4. Why Albania does not need (this) sexual offenders ’registry?

Brunilda Jani Haxhiu, Faculty of Law, University of Tirana

5. Methodological challenges of comparative political-criminal research in penal systems of the Global South

Bertha Prado Manrique, University of Malaga
Friday, 23 September 2022

45. Types of Offending

45TYPE0 - PAP1 - Domestic violence

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 13 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Karin Beijersbergen

1. The Impact of a U.S.-based Lethality Assessment Program on Incidents of Intimate Partner Violence Reported to the Police and by Victim

Christopher Maxwell, Michigan State University

Tami Sullivan, Yale University

Joy Kaufman, Yale University

2. Bystanders of Intimate Partner Violence: The Role of Gender and Reasons to Report

Carlijn van Baak, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Evelien Hoeben, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Don Weenink, University of Amsterdam

Marie Rosenkrantz Lindegaard, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)


Anne Coomans, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Sjoukje van Deuren, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)
Meintje van Dijk, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Steve van der Weijer, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

Arjan Blokland, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR) & Leiden University

Veroni Eichelsheim, Netherlands Institute for the Study of Crime and Law Enforcement (NSCR)

4. The Effectiveness of a Court-Mandated Batterers’ Intervention in the Netherlands

Karin Beijersbergen, Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) of Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security

Tjeerd Piersma, Research and Documentation Centre (WODC) of Dutch Ministry of Justice and Security

45TYPE1 - Recent issues in sexual offenses

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 13 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Nicholas Longpré

1. The Nomological Network and Latent Structure of Stalking, Intimate Partner Violence and Sexual Violence

Nicholas Longpré, Edge Hill University

Maria Tachmetzidi Papoutsi, University of Roehampton

Nicola Beckett, University of Roehampton

Ewa Stefanska, University of Greenwich

2. Sexually-motivated abductions in France: A comparative analysis

Eric Beauregard, Simon Fraser University, School of Criminology

Julien Chopin, Terrorism, Violence and Security Institute Research Centre, Simon Fraser University

3. Sexual violence in German long-term care facilities for older adults: Phenomena and approaches to prevention
Thomas Goergen, *German Police University*

Chantal Hoehn, *German Police University*

Natalie Koepsel, *German Police University*

4. Secondary traumatic stress (STS) among therapists who work with sex offenders

Tali Bustnay, *Zefat Academy Collage*

**45TYPE2 - Contemporary issues in types of offending**

Scheduled: **Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30**, Room: Room (Aula) 13 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Jasper van der Kemp

1. Profiling Art Crime

Jasper van der Kemp, *VU School of Criminology*

2. Practice of prosecution and punishment of perpetrators of the behaviour consisting in the change of indications of the odometer on the basis of file research

Konrad Buczkowski, *Institute of Justice, Warsaw, Poland*

3. Violent crimes against persons: A holistic criminological approach

Elli Anitsi, *Panteion University of Social and Political Sciences, Greece*

4. Extent and development of knife crime in Germany: Empirical results and crime policy implications

Elena Rausch, *Kriminologische Zentralstelle (KrimZ)*

Whitney Hatton, *Kriminologische Zentralstelle (KrimZ)*
46. Green Criminology

Thursday, 22 September 2022

46GREEN0 - PAP4 - Criminology, Climate Change and the Anthropocene

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Avi Brisman

1. Towards a Resilient Criminology: Engaging with Shifting Harmscapes in the 21st Century’

Julie Berg, Scottish Centre for Crime and Justice Research, School of Social and Political Sciences, University of Glasgow, UK

Clifford Shearing, Department of Public Law, University of Cape Town, South Africa

2. Climate Change from a Southern Perspective

David Rodriguez Goyes, University of Oslo, Norway

3. Private Security and the Climate Apartheid

Adam White, School of Law, University of Sheffield, UK

46GREEN0 - PAP5 - Doing Green Criminology in Spain: results from empirical studies on environmental harms and animal welfare

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Lorea Arenas-García

1. Perceiving victimisation in green Victimology: Interviewing offenders

Gema Varona, University of the Basque Country/Senior Researcher at the Basque Institute of Criminology
2. Glass eel trafficking in Spain: an intersection of crime and culture threatening species survival

Mònica Pons-Hernández, Universitat Rovira i Virgili, CEDAT

3. Why, how and when does illegal dumping occur? the stakeholders point of view

Lorea Arenas-García, University of Extremadura/Lecturer in Criminology

4. The green construction of a new planetary security concept: symbiosis of planetary boundaries and green criminology

Esteban Morelle-Hungría, Universitat Jaume I/Associate Lecturer in Criminology

46GREEN0 - PAP6 - Green criminology and environmental harm in the case of fast fashion industry

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Orika Komatsubara

1. Lifestyles and environmental protection: Greenwashing trap by fast fashion industry

Orika Komatsubara, Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), KU Leuven

2. Greenwashing victims harm the environment they desire to protect? Environmental awareness in the consumption of fast fashion

Ana Pereira, Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), KU Leuven

3. Fast fashion and proliferation of greenwashing practices: analysis of the inherent harms of the industry

Katerina Sechidou, Leuven Institute of Criminology (LINC), KU Leuven
**46GREENo - PAP7 - Green victimology and nonhuman animals: Why expanding the scope of victimology is important for environments, nonhuman animals and people.**

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho**

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Melanie Flynn**

1. Assessing the current state of green victimology: A critical review and updated proposals for a nonhuman animal victimology.

**Melanie Flynn, Applied Criminology and Policing Centre, University of Huddersfield (UK)**

2. Fur farming – the links between the legal, social, political and economic treatment of animals

**Joanna Narodowska, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

**Maciej Duda, Department of Criminology and Criminalistics, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

**Wiesław Pływaczewski, Department of Criminology and Criminalistics, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

3. Invasive alien species from a green victimology perspective

**Maciej Duda, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

**Joanna Narodowska, Department of Criminology and Criminalistics, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

**Wiesław Pływaczewski, Department of Criminology and Criminalistics, University of Warmia and Mazury in Olsztyn (Poland)**

4. Measuring the Scale and Nature of Animal Sexual Assault Victimisation in England and Wales

**Jennifer Maher, Centre for Criminology, University of South Wales (UK)**

**Harriet Pierpoint, Centre for Criminology, University of South Wales (UK)**
46GREENo - PAP8 - Illegal dumping in Extremadura (Spain): preliminary results of the VIEX project

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Lorea Arenas-García

1. Development of a methodology for the automatic detection of illegal construction and demolition waste
   José Antonio Gutiérrez-Gallego, University of Extremadura

2. Uncertainty in the location of the administrative sanctions imposed on illegal construction and demolition waste
   Alberto Alfonso-Torreño, University of Extremadura

3. Understanding the complex distribution pattern of illegal waste: variables associated with its appearance
   Jordi Ortiz-García, University of Extremadura

4. Using Script Analysis in construction waste illegal dumping
   Lorea Arenas-García, University of Extremadura

Friday, 23 September 2022

46GREENo - PAP1 - Criminal justice, wildlife conservation and animal rights in the Anthropocene Findings from a research project - Session 1

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ragnhild Sollund

1. Wildlife trafficking in Norway and the enforcement of CITES: trends from a decade
   Ragnhild Sollund, University of Oslo, Dept. of Criminology and Sociology of Law
2. The importance of stories in wildlife management

David Rodriguez Goyes, University of Oslo, Dept. of Criminology and Sociology of Law

3. Filling the Gaps: Local Enforcement of International Wildlife Treaties in Germany

Christoph H. Stefes, University of Colorado Denver, Department of Political Science

46GREENo - PAP2 - Criminal justice, wildlife conservation and animal rights in the Anthropocene. Findings from a research project - Session 2

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Ragnhild Sollund

1. Advancing compliance with the CITES convention in Spain

Teresa Fajardo del Castillo, University of Granada, Department of International Public Law and International Relations

2. CITES and the Bern Convention in the UK: an exploration of norms and ambiguities

Tanya Wyatt, University of Northumbria, Department of Criminology

3. The implementation and enforcement of CITES and the Bern convention in Norway, the UK, Spain and Germany

Avi Brisman, Crimeanthrop

Nigel South, Crimeanthrop

46GREENo - PAP3 - Criminology of Species

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Gwen Hunnicutt

1. The Case for a Criminology of Species
Gwen Hunnicutt, University of North Carolina, USA

Ken Mentor, University of North Carolina, USA

2. Investigating Non-speciesism through Narratives on Psychedelic Encounters

Cindy Brooks Dollar, University of North Carolina, USA

3. Proposing the extension of intersectionality to non-human animals

Brittany Arsiniega, Furman University, USA

4. Non-human animals as property: what this means when companion animals are stolen

Tanya Wyatt, Northumbria University, UK

Daniel Allen, Keele University, UK

46GREEN1 - Green victimology and the concept of harm

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: James Heydon

1. Waste Crime: An approach through Green Victimology

María-Ángeles Fuentes-Loureiro, University of A Coruña

2. Victims as political tools or survivors as wise persons in environmental harm? In the case of Minamata disease, Japan

Orika Komatsubara, KU Leuven

3. Between Ordinary Harm and Environmental Deviance: Evaluating the UK’s Approach to Controlling Air Pollution from Wood Burning Stoves

James Heydon, University of Nottingham


Ekaterina Gladkova, Northumbria University
Saturday, 24 September 2022

**46GREEN2 - Confronting harms against animals**

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

**Session Chair: Ascensión García Ruiz**

1. **Blue Criminology: it is Time To Address Soundscape and Light Pollution in The Marine And Ocean Universe**
   
   Ascensión García Ruiz, Complutense University of Madrid

   **Nigel South, University of Essex**

2. **Green criminology, biopolitical violence and the war against nonhuman animals**
   
   **Stacy Banwell, University of Greenwich**

3. **Green-collar crimes and illegal wildlife trade in Europe**
   
   **George Iordachescu, The University of Sheffield**

4. **Illegal wildlife traffic in Uruguay. Relations between captivity, conservation, and biosecurity**
   
   **Juan Martin Dabezies, Universidad de la República**

**46GREEN3 - Critical perspectives on green criminology**

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Aula Judicial Law School / Facultad de Derecho

**Session Chair: Stephen Burrell**

1. **The role for criminology in ‘greening’ transitional justice**
   
   **Lauren Dempster, Queen's University Belfast**

   **Rachel Killean, Queen's University Belfast**

2. **Green Crime in the Blue Mountains: Regulatory Law, Environmental Crime & State Accountability**
   
   **Tameka Samuels-Jones, York University**
3. Men and masculinities in the climate crisis: How to prevent environmental violence?

Stephen Burrell, Durham University

4. Ecocide as the core crime before the ICC: The social ecological approach of neoliberalism as an obstacle

Ahmad Kabbaha, University of Jordan

Hesam Seyyed Esfahani, Université de Moncton
Thursday, 22 September 2022

47CRIT0 - PAP1 - Criminalisation and policing of dissent and protest before and during the pandemic Panel 1

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Anna Di Ronco

1. Police powers during the pandemic in Spain: commonalities and differences

Manuel Maroto, Universidad Complutense de Madrid

2. Flexing the muscles of power: Policing urban eco-justice activism during the pandemic

Anna Di Ronco, University of Essex


Lambros Fatsis, University of Brighton

4. Criminalization of Activism

Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz Universität and Universidad de Buenos Aires

47CRIT0 - PAP2 - Criminalisation and policing of dissent and protest before and during the pandemic Panel 2

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Rossella Selmini
1. The criminalization of social protest in Italy: The case of the precarious workers against "Il padrone di merda" (the "shitty" boss)

Veronica Marchio, University of Padua

2. The political production of fear: harassing solidarity towards migrants in transit

Ignacio Mendiola, University of the Basque Country

3. Criminalization of activism and solidarity towards migrants in Europe

Cristina Fernández Bessa, University of A Coruña

4. “Low intensity mobilizations”: The case of the Catalan independence movement between State repression and the pandemic

Rossella Selmini, University of Bologna

47CRITo - PAP3 - Innovations in Latin American Criminology

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: David Rodriguez Goyes

1. Travels of knowledge on the criminal question: between rejection and innovation

Federico Abiuso, Universidad de Buenos Aires/IHUCSO Litoral-CONICET

2. The Crime of Maldevelopment and the negative impact of extractive industries in Latin America

Maria Laura Böhm, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Germany; Universidad de Buenos Aires, Argentina

3. The study of crime victims and interpretive possibilities

Rafael Paternain, Universidad de la República, Uruguay

4. Crime in Latin America: The role of the family, employment, culture and the state

Sveinung Sandberg, University of Oslo, Norway and CIDE Mexico

David Rodríguez Goyes, University of Oslo and Universidad Antonio Nariño, Colombia
47CRITo - PAP4 - Understanding Drug Dealing and Illicit Drug Markets: National and International Perspectives

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Tammy Ayres

1. Violence, Grime, Gangs and Drugs on the South Side of Birmingham

James Treadwell, Staffordshire University

Craig Kelly, Birmingham City University

2. County lines and the transformation of middle drug markets within a local organised crime context

Paul Andell, University of Suffolk

David James, University of Suffolk

Dev Maitra, University of Suffolk

3. The more things change, the more they stay the same: A structuro-generational perspective of gypsy drug-dealing networks and operations in Madrid, Spain

Dan Briggs, Universidad Europea

4. Drug Markets and Drug Dealing: Time to move on

Tammy Ayres, University of Leicester

Stuart Taylor, Open University

47CRIT1 - Activism and strategies of resistance

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Laura Naegler


Laura Naegler, University of Liverpool
Gabe Mythen, University of Liverpool

2. Decarceration and Grassroots Resistance in Three American Cities
Zhandarka Kurti, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, Loyola University, Chicago, USA

3. Late Modern Surveillance and digital disobedience in pandemic times
Veronika Nagy, Utrecht University
Anna Laskai, Utrecht University

4. The discourse of the animal rights movement in Spain on the penal system: a critical analysis
Francisco Javier Sepúlveda Rubio, University of Malaga

Friday, 23 September 2022

47CRIT2 - Violence, Social Control, Law and the State

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Hannah Wilkinson

1. The understanding and evaluating of state violence
Zoran Kanduč, Institute of Criminology at the Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana

2. War as a continuation site of social harm
Hannah Wilkinson, University of Nottingham

3. Cultural bias and fake news
Amr Marzouk, Erasmus University Rotterdam
47CRIT3 - Social Exclusion and the political economy of control

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Isabel Crowhurst

1. Stigma, Discrimination and Sex Work Laws: Insights from a Decriminalised Context
Lynzi Armstrong, Victoria University of Wellington

2. Sex work, financial exclusion and risk
Isabel Crowhurst, University of Essex

3. Together in the postmodern “nuclear winter”?: social harm at the intersection between energetic poverty, structural violence and warlike rhetoric
David Castro-Liñares, University of A Coruna (UDC)
Dyango Bonsignore, University of Alicante UA

47CRIT4 - Theoretical perspectives on critical criminology

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 1 Law School / Facultad de Derecho

Session Chair: Vincenzo Ruggiero

1. The Need for Critical Criminology
Vincenzo Ruggiero, Middlesex University

2. Brushing up against “familiar monsters” in the wake of 9/11: Graze Culture and Serial Murder
Max Hart, Birmingham City University
Craig Kelly, Birmingham City University
Adam Lynes, Birmingham City University
James Treadwell, Staffordshire University

3. Southern Green Criminology
Raul Santacruz Lopez, Universidad Antonio Nariño UAN - Erasmus+ Success Project
Friday, 23 September 2022

**48THEOR0 - PAP2 - Digital Criminology – future directions for an emerging field**

**Scheduled:** Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel (Roundtable)

**Session Chair:** Mareile Kaufmann

1. **Drug dealing gone digital**
   **Silje A. Bakken, University of Copenhagen**

2. **Smart City Limits: Towards a criminology of urban smartness**
   **Keith John Hayward, University of Copenhagen**

3. **Data matters. Criminological perspectives on technology and materiality**
   **Mareile Kaufmann, University of Oslo**

4. **Is digital criminology a “private criminology”?**
   **Katja Franko, University of Oslo**
   **Heidi Mork Lomell, University of Oslo**

**48THEOR1 - Theories of crime and offending Panel 1**

**Scheduled:** Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

**Session Chair:** Evelyn Svingen

1. **Differential Deterrability among Adults. An Application of Situational Action Theory to the Theft of Performance-Enhancing Drugs.**
   **Helmut Hirtenlehner, Johannes Kepler University Linz**
Sebastian Sattler, Bielefeld University

2. Holistic validation of the Triple Risk for Delinquency and Crime Model

Meritxell Perez Ramirez, Universidad Pontificia Comillas

Santiago Redondo Illescas, Universidad de Barcelona

3. Comparative testing of Agnew’s GST on substance abuse among university students

Angelina Stanojoska, University “St.Kliment Ohridski” - Bitola, Republic of North Macedonia

4. Retribution, Reciprocity, and Crime: Presenting an Evolutionary Model

Evelyn Svingen, University of Cambridge Institute of Criminology

48THEOR2 - Theories of crime and offending Panel 2

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Profesor Juan Antonio Ramirez

Session Chair: Aleksandra Nowak

1. The Effects of Negative Life Events and Negative Affect on Nonfatal Overdose, Attempted Suicide and Criminal Offending Pre and Post Incarceration

Nancy Ann Morris, VCU

Amy Cook, VCU

2. Moving Beyond Abstracted Empiricism: Pursuing New Sociological Directions in Theorizing Sexual Assault on University/College Campuses

Walter S. DeKeseredy, West Virginia University

Andrea DeKeseredy, University of Alberta

Ping Lam Ip, University of Alberta

3. Mechanisms of social control in response to violence and aggressive behavior

Aleksandra Nowak, Police Academy in Szczytno

Anna Kalisz, Police Academy in Szczytno, deputy director of Institute of Legal Sciences, (Poland)
49. **Other Sessions**

**Thursday, 22 September 2022**

**49OTH0 - PAP1 - Consequences of Criminal Sanctions**

Scheduled: **Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30**, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Karoliina Suonpää

1. Estimating effects of short-term imprisonment on crime using random judge assignments

**Hilde Wermink Wermink**, *Criminology department, Leiden University*

**Arjan Blokland**, *Criminology department, Leiden University; Netherlands institute for the study of crime and law enforcement*

**Jim Been**, *Department of economics, Leiden University*

**Pauline Schuyt**, *Criminal law department, Leiden University*

**Nikolaj Tollenaar**, *Research and documentation centre*

**Robert Apel**, *School of criminal justice, Rutgers University*

2. Comparison of social integration outcomes between Finnish release cohorts

**Riku Laine**, *Centre for Social Data Science (CSDS), University of Helsinki*

**Mikko Aaltonen**, *Law School, University of Eastern Finland*

**Mikko Myrskylä**, *Max Planck Institute for Demographic Research*

**Pekka Martikainen**, *Population Research Unit, University of Helsinki*

3. Does incarceration time affect the risk for post-release recidivism? A quasi-experimental study of three policy reforms in Sweden

**Enes Al Weswasi Al Weswasi**, *Department of Criminology, Stockholm University*

**Fredrik Sivertsson**, *Department of Criminology, Stockholm University*
Olof Bäckman, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University

Anders Nilsson, Department of Criminology, Stockholm University


Karoliina Suonpää Suonpää, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki

Mikko Aaltonen, Law School, University of Eastern Finland

Jukka Savolainen, Wayne State University

Sasu Tyni, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki; Criminal Sanctions Agency

Olli-Pekka Aaltonen, Institute of Criminology and Legal Policy, University of Helsinki

49OTHo - PAP2 - Crimes of the Powerful and the Global South

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Luiz Dal Santo

1. Disciplining the Dissident: Exploring the Criminalisation and Policing of Sedition, Dissent, and Activism in Pakistan

Zoha Waseem, University of Warwick

2. Too traumatized to believe in a just world? Childhood victimization among young Afghan refugees as an impediment for integration

Zeineb Sassi, University of Hamburg

3. Marriages of Convenience: Developing the state co-offending conceptual framework

Anamika Twyman-Ghoshal, University of Gloucestershire

Omar El Masri, University of Gloucestershire
49OTH0 - PAP9 - The Arts in Prison and Probation

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Sarah Doxat-Pratt

1. In the Middle of It: Music in Prison for Mothers and Babies

Kirstin Anderson, Edinburgh Napier University

Inês Lamela, Institute of Ethnomusicology - Center for Studies in Music and Dance (INET-md)

2. Who hears? Who responds?: People in the criminal justice system using the arts to tell their stories

Sarah Doxat-Pratt, University of Cambridge Institute of Criminology

3. Why music in prisons? – considerations on Community Music projects in Portuguese prisons

Jorge Graça, NOVA University of Lisbon

49OTH0 - PAP10 - New Directions in Sports Criminology

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Grace Gallacher

1. The De-Civilizing Process: An Ultra Realist Examination of Sport

Grace Gallacher, Staffordshire University

2. The Dark Side of Combat Sport

James Treadwell, Staffordshire University

3. Tackling Crime Through Sport

Christopher Kay, Loughborough University

Holly Collison, Loughborough University

Carolynne Mason, Loughborough University
**49OTH0 - PAP11 - The Politics of Punishment and Imprisonment: a Global Perspective I**

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan**

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Luiz Dal Santo**

1. Where is the law headed? Trends in criminal legislation in France and Germany as a comparative lens for changes in criminal policies

*Johanna Nickels, Freie Universität Berlin*

2. Volatile politicians, punitive judges, apathetic people: mass incarceration beyond the penal populism paradigm

*Luiz Dal Santo, University of Oxford*

3. The politics of prison crowding. From the harm denial to the managerial turn

*Simone Santorso, University of Sussex*

---

**49OTH0 - PAP12 - The Politics of Punishment and Imprisonment: a Global Perspective II**

**Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan**

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

**Session Chair: Simone Santorso**

1. The politics of prison crowding, managerialism, and penal patterns - consideration over Italian penal strategy

*Simone Santorso, University of Sussex*

2. Managing prison violence in Chile

*Olga Espinoza, University of Chile*

3. Mano-durismo, punishment and prisons. Are prison trends in Ecuador a mere reflection of a wrong approach to penal policies?

*Rodrigo Moreno, KU Leuven*
49OTH0 - PAP13 - SEIC Young Investigator Awards Panel

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Anabel Cerezo-Domínguez

The panel includes the presentations of the candidates to the SEIC Young Investigator Award.

Judges of the award:

Anabel Cerezo Domínguez
Cesar San Juan
Fernando Miró-Llínares
Elena Larrauri

Candidates:

1. Glass Eel Trafficking in Spain: an intersection of crime and culture threatening species survival
Mónica Pons Hernández, Universitat Rovira i Virgili (URV-CEDAT)

2. Hate crimes: sex-gender differences in the results of a victimization survey by the National Office to Combat Hate Crimes
Daniel Suárez Alonso, Universidad de Cádiz

3. Exploring women judgement in the Spanish criminal system
Ana Páez Mérida, University of Castilla-La Mancha

49OTH1 - Artificial intelligence, crime and criminology Panel 1

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Fernando Miró-Llínares

1. A Conceptual Reconstruction Of Fairness Within The Field Of Autonomous Driving Systems
Lena Hartlieb, University Hamburg
2. The harms of dark patterns

Aleš Završnik, Institute of Criminology at the Faculty of Law, University of Ljubljana

3. The fight against disinformation and its consequences: an empirical and normative approach to Twitter labelling policy

Fernando Miró-Lliinares, Crímina Research Center / UMH

Jesús Aguerri, Crímina Research Center / UMH

Mario Santisteban, University of the Baque Country

**49OTH2 - Artificial intelligence, crime and criminology Panel 2**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 17:30-18:45, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Rosamunde van Brakel

1. Edge-Computing and AI for Public Safety

Shannon Reid, UNC Charlotte

Hamed Tabkhi, UNC Charlotte

2. Digitalisation and AI in the criminal justice system.

Sandra Pérez, Universidad Miguel Hernandez / Crímina

Fernando Miró-Lliinares, Crímina Research Center / UMH

**49OTH3 - New perspectives on crime and criminology Panel 1**

Scheduled: Sep 22 2022, 16:00-17:15, Room: Room (Aula) 8 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Chair: Michele P. Bratina

1. 'Walking in their Shoes': Developing Empathy Through a Voice-Hearing Simulation

Michele P. Bratina, West Chester University of Pennsylvania

Michael E. Antonio, West Chester University of Pennsylvania

2. Inclusiveness in preparation for and response to CBRNe incidents – Lessons learnt during a field exercise in Dortmund, Germany
Andreas Arnold, German Police University
Danielle Carbon, German Police University
Thomas Görgen, German Police University

3. The Political Economy of Rich Crime, Poor Crime: Inequality and The Rule of Law

Colin Webster, Leeds Beckett University

Friday, 23 September 2022

49OTH0 - PAP3 - Guns, Drugs and Traffic

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 08:15-9:30, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Dennis Vanden Auweele

1. ‘Shooting up:’ Connecting Gun Violence and Drug Trafficking
   Dennis Vanden Auweele, Flemish Peace Institute
   Astrid De Schutter, Flemish Peace Institute

2. Drugs-trafficking and the illegal use of firearms in the Netherlands
   Katharina Krüsselmann, Leiden University
   Marieke Liem, Leiden University

3. Tools of terror: Extremists’ access to firearms in Europe
   Nils Duquet, Flemish Peace Institute

49OTH0 - PAP4 - Next steps in publishing: The European Journal of Criminology

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 09:45-11:00, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Kyle Treiber
1. The European Journal of Criminology in 2022: Publishing in 2022;

Kyle Treiber, University of Cambridge
Beth Hardie, University of Cambridge

2. Meeting of the European Journal of Criminology Editorial Board

For this part of the panel the session will be closed for a meeting of the EJC Editorial Board.

49OTH0 - PAP5 - Platforming the voices of lived experience: Living with child-to-parent violence and abuse

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 14:00-15:15, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Yana Demeyere

1. A multi-voiced narrative of child-to-parent violence and abuse: a summary of what we know in Belgium

Yana Demeyere, Vrije Universiteit Brussel

2. A missing piece of the puzzle: Young people’s accounts of violence and abuse towards parents

Victoria Baker, Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU)


Anu Adebogun, University of Oxford

4. Who are the victims? What is a perpetrator? How child-to-parent violence moves beyond the dichotomy

Nikki Rutter, University of Durham
49OTHo - PAP8 - Southern Criminology and State Crime in Latin America

Scheduled: Sep 23 2022, 17:15-18:30, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Valeria Vegh Weis

1. Southering Transnational Criminal Regimes. An Analysis of the Counter-Terrorist Northern Policies in Argentina
   Valeria Vegh Weis, Konstanz Universität and Universidad de Buenos Aires

2. How southern is Southern Criminology? A content analysis of criminology and criminal justice articles published in Latin America (2015-2020)
   Sebastián Galleguillos, John Jay College of Criminal Justice - The City University of New York Graduate Center

3. State-Corporate-Crime and the extractive industries in Latin America
   María Laura Bohm, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München

Saturday, 24 September 2022

49OTHo - PAP6 - Reconviction Statistics and Recidivism Studies - Session 1

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 09:00-10:15, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Jörg-Martin Jehle

1. Reconviction statistics in the Netherlands
   Gijs Weijters, WODC, ministry of Justice and Security

2. National reconviction statistics in France
   Annie Kensey, CESDIP (centre de recherches sociologiques sur le droit et les institutions pénales)
3. Recidivism studies in Estonia

Andri Ahven, Ministry of Justice

4. Perspectives on national reconviction statistics in Belgium


49OTH0 - PAP7 - Reconviction Statistics and Recidivism Studies - Session 2

Scheduled: Sep 24 2022, 10:30-11:45, Room: Room (Aula) 7 Classroom / Aulario

Gerald Brenan

Session Type: Pre-Arranged Panel

Session Chair: Jörg-Martin Jehle

1. Recidivism studies in Ireland

Felix Coleman, Central Statistics Office, Ireland

2. The German reconviction study - Evaluation of the criminal career of first time offenders

Sabine Hohmann-Fricke, University of Göttingen - Institute of Criminology

3. Reconviction of released prisoners in Germany

Carina Tetal, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law

4. How to compare national reconviction data in a European perspective. Approaches, methods and results

Jörg-Martin Jehle

University of Göttingen - Institute of Criminology